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'Not by Bed Alone' opens theatre season
Whimsical farce runs through Saturday
"Not by Bed Alone," Pan
Am Theatre's first production
of the fall season, continues
tonight. tomorrow and Saturday night with showtimes at 8
p.m.

A further complication is
that Lucette has a rich admirer
named General lrrigua and
played by Rafel Torres, who is
the ex-minister of war in his
La.tin American homeland.

Gen era) lrrigua is determined to
kill Lucette's lover If necessary
to win her love. And as if Bois
D'Enghien didn't have
enough troubles already.

This French farce written by
GeQrge Feydeau, is directed
by Dr. Doug Cummins.
"The play is very funny and
the costumes are gorgeous,"
Cummins said. "All you have

With a Pan American University ID card, faculty/staff
and students wlll be admitted
free. In addition, they will be
allowed one free ticket. Reserved tickets are $5 and
general admission is $3.

to do is sit back and enjoy the
show because the play Is very
entertaining."
The cast Includes Lyn
Cramer Ashley as the voluptuous nightclub singer,
Lucelte Gautier; Kent
Smithers as her two-timing
lover.
Fernand
Bois

Former Vietnam
POW to speak

The lot of "Not By Bed
Alone" spoofs the mores and
mannerisms of Parisian high
society in 1910 through the
hypocritical actions of Fernand Bois D'Enghien. Bois
D'Enghien is a charming but
penniless young man with a
good name (if one likes "Bois

A speech by a former Vietnam POW will highlight
Veterans' Day, "Time to
Remember," at 7:30 p .m. In
the Fine Arts Auditorium
Wednesday.
Colonel William David Burroughs, a U.S. Air Force
retiree, was shot down over
North Vietnam on July 31,
1966, and was captured the
next day. He was released
seven years later on March 4,
1973. He will tell about his experiences as a prisoner.
"Everybody who hears his
speech will receive a lasting

D'Enghien") who has arranged to marry a poor little rich
girl, namely Viviane, with her
mother, Madame Duverger's
blessing. The -:atch is that Bois
D'Enghien has been having an
affair with Lucette Gautier,

Impression,'' Capt. Ed Elkins,
Army ROTC said. ''Vietnam
was like a modern Holocaust,
but on a smaller scale."
Starting with reveille, the
day-long agenda planned by
the Army ROTC and veterans
on campus includes a retreat
with 21-gun salute at the
flagpole.
Col. Burroughs's military
decorations include the Air
Force Cross, two Silver Stars.
two Legions of Merit, three
Bronze stars for valor, seven
Air Medals, a Commendation
Medal and the Purple Heart.

Game forms ready

who Is madly in love with him
and has threatened to kill
herself if she discovers that he
loves another.

What's inside
C hennevlette and

He comes back ..... page
Apathy STOPped . page 6Spikers make state . page 1

Applications are available
for Bronco Days Dec. 4 on the
third floor of the University
Center in the student government office.
Five to 10 members on
each team can participate in
the annual event, which is in
conjunction with Homecoming this year.

"There is no entry fee for
this activity and l would like to
see all the organizations participate," Garza said. "Deadline for applications will be
Nov. 26 because we need that
time to organize the teams.
We will also add some new
events this year, so ii will be
very exciting."

Regents approve
counter-proposal
The rat,.. come--After many booths were set up for
the camlval, several washed away due to the heavy
showers that evening. The rain date for the car•
nlval Is Nov. 14.

Carnival postponed,
makeup Nov. 14

f ve got the boll- Twiggy
Sande rs and Harlem
Globetrotten will play at
the Reid house Mo nday
night. See related s tory o n
page 11.

D'Enghien; Debbie Thomas as
the protective monther-lnlaw-to-be,
Madame
Durverger; and Anna De
Haro as her hardly Innocent
daughter and bride-to-be of
Monsuier Bois D'Enghien.
Jack Strawn made the costumes.

Heavy rains moved into the
Edinburg area Saturday evening causing the cancellation of
carnival festivities. The rain
date is Nov. 14.
The TKE organization pulled out prior to the start of the
carnival. ASPA and APO
food booths also have dropped. This reduces the number
of booths entered to 40.
"All student organizations
are having their bake sales all
this week and due to the conditions the seven day wavier
has been waved." "This will

be the only time that this will
be done," Debbie Thomas.
UC coordinator said.
"The cost for Nov. 14 is
doser to $2,000 because we
already have the power up."
Thomas said.
"It's impossible to fully say
what we felt that night, there
was a lot of emotions, to say
we are disappointed doesn't
say what we all felt. It's a feeling I hope to never feel
again," Thomas said.
The booth competition will
still be on however.

The Board of Regents
. Tuesday approved a counter
proposal by the Kenneth
Bentsen Archilectual firm that
Pan Am pay $852 of the
$1,592 needed to rerout a gas
pipe in the new Administration Building.
The Bentsen firm will pay
$740 of the cost.
According to Fred Williams, senior associate partner, the problem developed
when piping entrances were
indicated to enter the
mechanical room in the most
economical fashion through
the north exterior wall.
However, the north wall was
glass, making that routing impractical. The only other solution was making an underground entrance.
"We have asked the contractor to break out the
amount of additional monies
that would have been required if the underground en-

trance with sleeves, etc. had
been indicated initially,"
Williams said. 'The remaining
cost is breaking out and repairing the floor slab and
some rerouting of the piping."
The Board also extended
the date for the completing of
the new Adminiscration Building by 20 days because of several additions and revisions
approved by the Regents In
the past.
In other action, the Regents
hired Zeb Rike and Associates, who built the Old Administration in 1963, to
remodel the structure for a
new computer center. They
estimated $352,995 to
remodel the building.
The present floor and the
roof on the west end needs to
raised. The roof needs to be
raised to house the new threequarter million dollar computer that has been ordered.
The raised floor would eliminate the possibility of flood
'"'lters reaching the computer.

President Miguel Nevarez
says the selection for vice
president for Instructional advancement has been narrowed to three. Two of Ifie candidates are from Texas and
the other is from Kansas.
A nationwide search has
been started to fill the position
of vice president for academic
affairs. Applicants and nominations must apply to the
search committee by Dec. 3.
Dr. Carl Grantz is currently
serving as acting Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Finally, the Board heard a
presentation by Dr. Gilberto
de los Santos, dean of students, on a progress report on
the university.
The progress report shows
how students use services
ranging from tutoring to
health services. The study
shows that 84 percent of the
students are pleased with the
services.
The next Regents meeting
is Dec. 1.

'
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------~ICOMMENTARYr&i~- - - - -- Letters to the Editor- - - - - - - -To the Editor:
I wish to express my sup•
port of E. Kay Wilson in denouncing the decision by the
American Association of
University Professors to not
teach creationism with evolution in our schools.
The teaching of evolution in
our schools has led to permissiveness, pornography,
prostitution, homosexuality,
drug abuse, abortion, disre•
spect for authority, rape, and
the decline of this once great
country as a world power. As
our moral values have eroded, immorality, inflation, and
unemployment have been on
the increase. One major step
to leading America back onto
the right path would be to
mandate that creation (a fact)
be taught instead of evolution.
Evolution is not a fact, nor is it
even a theory. It is the plan
concocted by a conspiracy of
secular humanists, liberals,
and communists to destroy
the United States of America.
I applaud great Americans like
E. Kay Wilson for exposing
this nefarious scheme.

Carl E. Tanzer
To the editor:
After reading the letters to
the editor section of Oct. 15. I
concluded that the letter by E.
Kay Wilson could only be the
ramblings of a deranged mutant. Its fine with me if she
wants to believe her child-like
Interpretation of Genesis 1-11,
but I object to her wanting to
force her belief on others,
disguised as a sclentlfc theory.
In her letter, Miss Wilson
refers to the Oct. 1 edition of
The Pan American . I am
very surprised that anyone
with such erratic thought processes could remember back
that far.

Alvin Marley
Dear Oscar,
Because Pan American is a
community school. students
do not have too much of an
opportunity to socialize.
Students just come to school,
go to class and go home.
Last Thursday night was
different. The Residence Hall
Association (RHA) threw its
second student mixer and it
was great. It's nice to see the
same fellow students who you
go to class with having a good
lime, socializing, dancing and
drinking your "favorite beve•
rage."
I'm just writing this letter to
say "thank you RHA," It was a
great party and we are looking
for student mixer number
three.

Segio Cardenas
To the Editor:
This letter Is in answer to
Kyle Selcer's letter that ap·
peared in your Oct. 22 edi•
lion. I could get into a lengthy
debate with you over your
statements but I don't feel that
is really necessary. Since you
are the epitome of secular

humanism I will not stoop to
your level and answer your
narrow-minded charges. In
your "educated" Ignorance,
you play well the court's fool.
Instead, I will quote the
answers that Saints Paul and
Peter gave to such jester's
statements in the Greek and
Roman societies-also times of
court frivolity. My answer then
ls to simply enlighten the
Christians to your humanistic
approach, lacking Spirltualltycertai n ly "evolved" from
animals. The lack of estheticstotally emphasizing animal
urges and appetites. Your letter and its inane statements
almost convince me that some
of us did (in theory) "evolve"
from the amoeba.
"There shall come in the
last days scoffers, walking
after their own lusts, and say•
ing, Where is the promise of
His coming? for since the
fathers fell asleep, all things
continue as they were from
the beginning of the creation.
For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of
God the heavens were of old,
and the earth standing out of
the waler and in the water." II
Peter 3:3,4
"For I am not ashamed of
the gospel of Christ: for it Is
the power of God unto salva•
lion to every one that believeth; to the Jew first, and
also to the Greek.
For there In is the righteous•
ness of God revealed from
Heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men, who hold the truth In
unrighteousness:
Because that which may be
known of God is manifest in
them; for God hath shewed It
unto them.
For the invisible things of
Him from the creation of the
world are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that
are made. even His eternal
power and Godhead, so that
they are without excuse:
Because that, when they
knew God, they glorified Him
not as God, neither were
thankful; but became vain in
their imaginations, and their
foolish heart was darkened.
Professing themselves to be
wise they became fools.
And changed the glory of
the uncorruptible God into an
image made like to corruptible
man, and to birds, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping
things.
Wherefore God also gave
them up to uncleanness
through the lusts of their own
hearts, to dishonour their own
bodies between themselves:
Who changed the Truth of
God into a lie, and worship·
ped and served the creature
more than the Creator, who is
blessed forever . Amen .•·
Romans 1:16-25
The rest of the chapter
should be read to see the ex.tent of th~ degeneration and
degradation that godless
societies will sink to •
omosexuality. lesbianism,
murderers, thieves and
without love or affection for
other human beings-finding
pleasure in their sin .
E.Kay WIison, Sr.

To the Editor:
Mr. Roy Becerra is not too

sure of his facts either. The
health problems he speaks of
could happen to anyone that
works outside and, if you can't
take It, you can always quit.
As far as the utility bills are
concerned, he forgot to say
that they all go into one office,
are easy to sort, are then tied
into a bundle and just dropped off. No walking ls really
involved. I have been a carrier
up North for a lot longer than
he, and I think he needs to
keep his mouth shut regarding
lack of knowledge.

The raise wasn't sanctioned
by Congress. it was imposed
by the Post Office Depart•
ment, and will remain so until
the people realize what's hap•
pening.
The pay raise wasn't the
real culprit. The major cost
factors In the Post Office are:
A.-Bulk mail, which takes as
much time and effort as first
class but generates about 1 %
of the money.
B.-The Post Office has always been a Political pork barrel for the department that
made good the promises the
government made regarding

minority percent hiring. Many
of the dollars used to train
these people for jobs they
didn't want were Just thrown
away.

C.-Very often, the Post Of·
fice is used to test a new
system being offered by some
large company. While it is be·
Ing tested. at a great cost lo
the public, someone decides
that the government can't af•
ford it. More money down the
drain.
It Is obvious to me that if I
were to return to the Post Office as a carrier, the Valley Is
the place I'd choose. No real

bad weather. no real city delivery, no reaf problem with
mall fraud since we're still
growing.

Carl H . Fahrenkrug
Editor'• note: We would
like to thank all the people that have written let•
ten to the eclltol', but I
would requeet that eve,y•
body kee p within the 300·
350 word IJmJt pleue. We
are necelvlng letten every
week and we would like to
prtnt all of them. U your
letter exceed• the limit,
we may have to edit the
lettel'.

Concert cancellations hurt Valley;
rock fans want top artists
Concert cancellations have made the Valley an unlikely
place for future concerts.
There is no real reason for the cancellations either. It
could be that the tickets are not selling or it could be that
the Valley has no place to hold a large concert. The latter
makes the most sense.
The Villa Real, in between McAllen and Mission, is the
favorite place to hoJd a concert in the Valley because It ls
the largest place. The McAllen Civic Center has been also
used as a concert facility.
The one striking flaw in each of these places is the poor
air conditioning. The places get very hot inside because
air does not circulate.

Concerts in the Valley usually have not been the
headliners. The Valley has heard artists on their "last
legs." It would be great if we the Valley could hear the
current artists.
The best way to get a big auditorium for concerts and
other events in the Valley would be just to build a large
one. The Valley Chambers of Commerce should gel
together and pitch in for a large auditorium that could be
used by all the cities.
The large auditorium should attract the top artists to the
Valley because people are ready to hear rock arid roll
music.

THE }31N AMERICAN STAFF
Oscar Garza

Editor

In addition, there are no places to sit because the folding chairs have been prohibited inside because nobody
ever sits in them.
The Cooper cancellation could keep other performers
from entertaining in the Valley because other artists do
not want to entertain at a place where cancellations have
taken place That makes the artist look bad
Pan Am cannot afford a concert in the Valley because it
costs a lot of money. It would be nice if PAU could get
about two concerts every semester like our closest schools
in Texas

Editor .................... . ... Oacal' Gal'Za
Auoclate Editor ............ Ellaeo Rodriguez
Movie Editor .............. Ella de loa Santoa
Sport.I Editor .................• BIiiy Cuellar
News Editor .•.. , , ........•.. . . Gloria L6pez
Reporters ..••.... . ...•.•...•.... Nora Lopez
Belinda Ortega
Artis t ...........•..•. • •.•. Frank de la Ron
Pho tographer• .. : .•..•....... . . Marta Guerra
Delcla Lopez
Caiyl Prukop
Adve rtis ing ....•............. Joaeph Mangln
Eddie de la GaHa
Clrculatlon •..................•. Mike Saenz
Adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mra. J oyce Prock
The P•n American la • publication of Pan American Unl1tffalty Publlc•·
Uono, Emllla Halt 100. Edinburg. hU1a 78539 11 la publlohed
Thu ...
day except during eumlnaltona ond holiday. under Ille DMolon of Student
Affolro, Dt GIiberto de loe S ontoe, Deon of Studanta; and Nra. J011c• Pro•
d,■d¥t■n. V ie.• pruented ••• thoe• of O.e: wrUn and do not nKHMf1ty
reflect thon ol lhe Unl-.lty adml nlotratlon Subacrtpdon pl'lcot by ,....II la

••ell

13 • Y••r- or 11.SC> • •~m.-eta:r Contrtb1.nlone and letter■ 10 Ute .«Sltor
ehould 1M ■ubmllled th• Frid■\! prtor 10 publlcaUon.
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New job program offered for students
"American Humanlcs Inc.,
a ~ot-for-profit, voluntary
membership corporation program will be offered In the
Spring semester," said Ponce
Duran, executive director of
the newly established program
at Pan American.
"Our department is honored lo add the American
Humanics program,'' said
Romulo Martinez, director of
career planning, placement,
testing and cooperative education. "The program is a big
opportunity for students and It
has a good director."
The program Is privately
funded and It is not state supported. The new program has
14 campus affiliations, one

being Texas A&M University.
The program ls also endorsed
by 11 voluntary national
youth agencies: American
Red Cross, Big Brother Big
Sister, Boys Clubs, Boy
Scouts of America, Camp
Fire, Girls Clubs, Girl Scouts
of the USA, Junior Achievement, UMCA, YWCA, and 4H.
The new program is opened to any student, interested
In going Into an youth ca.reer
guidance agency. The student
may major and minor In whatever he wishes. The program
requires 23 hour electives
originated towards youth emphasis Administration.
The new program also pro-

in Jobs," Duran said.
The program was establlshed to get Mexican-American
students interested in the
youth agencies because there
were only a few, but they are
Interested In recruiting anyone.
"Nuestro" magazine, the
largest Hispanic magazine in
the nation, is doing an article
on the program being established at PAU," Duran said.

vldes student loans and scholarships that are awarded annually.
"The American Humanlcs
program can Just about guarantee a job for any person
when he graduates," Martinez
said.
Duran added, "There are
26,000 employee openings
for 3,500 people."
The American Humanlcs
also looks for summer jobs or
school Internships that will be
credited for three hours. The
program has workshops that
develop leadership qualities.
"It does three things for
students: it recruits them, it
educates them while they are
in school, and It places them

Ponce graduated from PAU
in 1977. He majored In government and minored in history. He worked with the
Boys Scouts for four years
before being named executive
director of the newly formed
program at PAU.

Christmas classic showing Dec. 3-5
The Music department will
present a Christmas classic,
"A Christmas Carol," Dec.
3-5 in theFlne ArtsAudltorium.
The show is a musical based
on the novel by Charles
Dickens. "A Christmas Carol"
has received critical acclaim
since its first performance in
1980.
The play Is described as
traditional way to spend the
Christmas holdiay.
The cast for the opera, "A
Christmas Carol," has been
announced by the directors,
James Stover, Ed Byrom, and
Lucila Montoya.
The part of Scrooge, a
speaking part has been dou-

ble-cast, and each actor will
portray the characte.r in alternate performances. Lance
Farley and Rico Saldivar have
been selected for the curmudgeon's role.
Gregory Sandow, the composer of the opera, arranged
all of the other roles so that
one actor-singer covers several parts. Bob Cratchit, as
well as other characters, wUI
be played by Robert Ashley;
Martha Cratchit by Baceliza
Monroe; the Ghost of
Christmas Past by Lesle Law,
the Ghost of Christmas Present by John Cisneros; and
the Ghost of Christmas Yet to
Come will be portayed by

Corky Salazar and Camilo
Garcia In alternate performances.
Other characters will be
played by Annie Trevino, Irma Vasquez, Cynthia Salidvar, Randy Ashley, Theodoro
Lyra, David Gonzalez, and
Arturo Cerda.
The parts of Tiny Tim,
Belinda Cratchit, and the
other children in the story will
be played by sudents from the
Lamar Junior High School
Choir. The choir will also be
used for the choral sections in
which a children's choir is
featured. An adult choir which
appears in the opera will be
made up of members of the

Pan American University
Choir.
Matinee performances for
children in Valley grade
schools will be presented on
Dec. 3- In the auditorium of
the Fine Arts Complex. Reservations must be made In advance by teachers who wish to
bring a class to one of the performances.
Evening performances of
the opera are ·open to the
public on Dec. 3, 4, and 5. A
special matinee for Winter
Texans will be held on Dec. 5
at 2 p.m. Reservations may
now be made for tickets to the
presentations. Information is
available by calling the Music
Department, 381-3471.

Cancun
Reagan attended the North-South summit In Cancun,
Mexico between the industrial nations and the underdeveloped countries. Prior to leaving he sald, "That
underdeveloped countries should rely on the private sector instead of mass government aid." What do you think
about that suggestion?

Aida Uzcano said, "Reagan
should really not allow this, as
other countries have different
economics that the US. The
Cancun conference should do
a lot for his education. It
sounds easy the way Reagan
says it, but not all countries
have the wealth of resources
like that of the U.S., of the Immediate opportunities to
change their unfortunate
situation."

't

It is apparent that Reaganomics does not work
elsewhere In the world. TIii next week see Ya later.

Miniature metal PAU constructed for bonfire
To meet fire safety standards the Homecoming bonfire will be made of metal and
burlap this year, according to
Jerry Baldwin, homecoming
committee chairperson.
"A miniature PAU will be
constructed from pipe and
wrapped with burlap which
will be lit," Baldwin said. "The
Edinburg Fire Department
says that wUI be safer than Just
lighting wood."
Plans for Homecoming
week, Dec. 1-7, will include
activities for students, faculty
and the community.
The Bronco Queen election
will kick off the festivities on

Dec. 1-2.
"El Grande de Coca Cola,"
a musical review performed
by the Drama department, will
run Dec. 3-6.
Bronco Games will be Dec.

3 with several new events added to this year's competition.
Following the games, a large
parade and bonfire will
culminate the day's activities.
"We are really excited
about the parade and many
people have shown a lot of Interest In it," Jerry Baldwin,
chairperson of the Homecoming committee, said. "There
will be several floats and
students organizations Involved In the parade."
The parade will start at
South Park and head toward
the Traffic and Security
building for the bonfire.
The Christmas classic, "A
Christmas Carol" will open
Dec. 4.
On bee. 5, the alumni will
have their annual meeting and
awards luncheon. That night,
Pan Am will host McMurray

...

College in the homecoming
Basketball game with the victory dance following the game
at the PE Complex.
The presidential inauguration will take place Dec. 6 at
the Fine Arts Auditoruim at 2
p.m. Following the inaugura-

tion, a reception and a campus open house will be
available to the alumni.
Finally, the PAU concert
band will crown the week-long
celebration with a concert at
the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8
p.m.

The cast for the "El Grande
de Coca Cola" has been
posted by the Communications department. The play
will be performed Dec. 3-5
and Dec. 10-12 at the Snack
Bar.
"The play is scheduled to
show at the Snack Bar to give
it a cabaret atmosphere," said
Lance Farley, who has one of
the lead roles as Papa Pepe
Hernandez in the play.

The cast consists of the
following people: Lance
Farley, Anna de Haro. Bob
Munro, Sylvia Benbow,
Javier Hurtado, Holly Zimmerman, John Cisneros,
Dawn Novak, Frank Mallory,
Brenda Vickers and Jackie
Linn. Doug Grahm will be the
drum player and palricia
Strawn the piano player for
the play.
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Barbosa hopes PAU students can use Marine Laboratory in near future
The second senator from the School of Science and
Mathematics is Belinda Barbosa. She is also the senate
secretary.

"Due to the fact the laboratory had to be sold to the
PAU-B campus the students at PAU are not allowed to
use the facilities at the marine lab," Barbosa said . I hope
to secure all the information available about the laboratory
and the real reason why we cannot use the facilities. The
use of the marine lab would mean that more marine
related classes could be offered to PAU students as well as
mini-summer classes in which the student could also use
the extra rooms at the marine lab as dormitory rooms.
Futhermore, research by graduate and undergraduate
students could begin at the lab since it has both the
facilities and the technical equipment already there."

Barbosa, a senior majoring in biology, plans to go into
medicine and specialize in pediatrics.
An active member of Beta Beta Beta biological honor
society, she is chairperson of the films committee for
UCPC.
She has been active in the Pan American University
Student Association for three years as elections commisssioner and executive aide.
Being a biology major, Barbosa is concerned about the
lack of marine biology courses offered at PAU as well as
the lack of a study area in the biology and chemistry
departments.

.:.

"
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421 -A South Main, McAllen

Barbosa would also like to point out that since both she
and Abraham Miranda represent the School of Science
and Mathematics and both are biology students she
would like to advise geology, physics. and math students
who have any suggestions concerning student affairs to
get in touch with them.
"I am their representative also but I don't know what
their needs may be since I spend most of my time in the
biology and chemistry departments." Barbsoa said.
Barbosa can be reached at 381-3581 or 381 -2517.

'Not By Bed Alone'

Farce delights audience

"The Liberal Arts, Mathematics, Education Business
and Physical Science buildings all have study areas and
student lounges, but biology students have to go to other
buildings to keep out of the rain, to study or just to pass
the time while wailing for classes to meet," Barbosa says.

There are several discrepancies in the reasons behind
the issue of PAU students using the marine lab, according
to Barbosa.

Barbosa is also working on a project that will bring a
proposal concerning the use of the PAU Marine
Laboratory at South Padre Island before the senate.

By Ella de loe Santos
Caught in his underclothes,
in his financee's house, with
his mistress, Monsier de Bois
d'Enghein finds himself wondering if man can truly live
"Not By Bed Alone."
Many people misunderstand the nature of farce, according to Dr. Doug Cummins, director of the comedy.
"A farce is thought by many
to be the lowest form of
theatre," Cummins said. "Actually, a farce is a very fragile
vessel that can be easily shattered by either too heavy or
too light a hand. Farce pre-

sents serious problems (bro- tained by the comical, nasal.
ken relationships, clandestine always-at-the-wrong place-atmeetings, unhappy affairs, the-wrong-time Monsier Bouthreats of violence and the lie) zin, played by Lance Dupuis.
in the disguise of Auff."
The abilities and talents of
The comedy-farce, written
Lyn
Cramer Ashley, Kent
by Georges Feydeau, is very
Smither,
Mark Watson, Javier
well presented by the UniverHurtado, Rafael Torres, Debsity Theater players.
· One finds oneself laughing bie Thomas, Anna De Haro
unrestrained and enjoying add Immensely to the play's
every minute of this wonderful success.
presentation. Although all of
The exellent scenery was
designed by Dr . James
the players have their chance Hawley and the costumes
at great one-liners, one can't were designed by Dr. Jack
help but be especially enter- Strawn.

682-3291

Explaining about /ove--Bols d'Engheln tells his friend Bouzln how much
Lucette loves him and how he should make his move.

IS OPEN

LEARNTOFLY

WITH GOOD
LIBATIONS
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

BIOe

123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

~ ;Solo In 30 doys

Jn

CHURCH'S

1 forontv543cr
r

Call In ordu. 381-0170
1410 South Clooner

/

'r; .'

WHITE FLOUR

f

PATOS

/

G. W. Burger
Bacon Burrer
Avocado Burger

C hill Burger
Bargain Burger

1 / 4 lb. Patty, Lettuce, Tomatoee,
Plclclee, Onlona & Drealng ..... 1.09
1 / 4 lb. Patty, Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato,
Ptckleo, Onion• & Sauce ....... 1.29
1/ 4 lb. Patty, Guacamole, Lettuce,
Tomato & Onion, ............ 1.29
1/4 Patty, Chlll. Tomato, Onion, &
Dreselng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.29

"--~

~"-

1/ 4 lb. Patty, Muatard, Ketchup,

10" All-M eat Frank
On A Special 10" Bun
Chill, Onions, Rell,h & Mustard . 1.19

SIDE ORDERS

Iced Tea
.42
French Frtn .44 C offee
.42
Fruit Pie
.41 Milk
.4 5
large 16-oa. Chocolate Shake .69

r-•

.,.-1

.PIPER

.36

Med.
Lg.

.46
.56

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

2 patos of your choice
rice & beans $1.89

~

Soft Drink•

Sm.

~

~.

,

Pickles & Onlona •..............99
Double Meat .................... .... .....75 Extra
Cheeee ..................................15 Eatra
Frank-Foot-.,,

The story line In this amusing work deals with a troubled
Frenchman and his dilemma
of deciding to marry a rich
heiress then finding it quite
difficult to tell his mistress. It
may seem uncomplicated but
just how easy do you think it
might be to explain being
caught with your mistress,
your clothes half off, three
minutes after you have signed
your marriage contract?
Add to this a very boisterous Latin general who
threatens to kill just about
anyone for just about anything, a feather-brained young
woman who wants to marry a
man women would die for,
and you find yourself waiting
for every line to keep you
either laughing more to explain why peope are running
around all over the place.
The production is indeed
extremely entertaining and
enthusiastically performed by
the University players. All
members of the audience will
find themselves amused and
satisfied by the performance
that these students give.
Other members of the cast
include: Brenda Lyn Vickers,
Steve Copold, Be Murray,
Betto Ramirez. Greg Eldridge,
Kay Copold, Dawn Novak, T.
J . Flemmer, Yvette Cardenas, Scott Klippel, and Roland
Garza.

1

Hi'::l·it:+i

For faster service
call in order

mcAllen
Aviation
1512) 6818171
?111 S 10TH • McAllf .. rt•AS 71~1

383-0725

Across from Pan Am.

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
l locations/McAllen. Mission
l·farlingen & Brownsville

.:
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Rehabilitation conference
"Un Corazon Para Todos"
and "Towards a Barrier Free
Future" wiU be the two themes
for the second Pan American
Conference on Rehabilitation
and Special Education.
The event, which is being
sponsored by Pan American
University and the Tamaulipas Rehabilitation and Special
Education Association, will
also help to promote the International year of Disabled Persons.

According to Dr. Arthur
Linskey, associate professor
of school services and cochairperson of the conference, invitations to this event
have been sent to every country in the Americas, from
Argentina to Canada.
"The main objective of this
second Pan American Conference is to improve significantly
throughout the hemisphere
the processes of both helping
persons with disabling condi-

IS OPEN
WITH LUNCH
UNDER$3.00
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Nov. 18-24
lions normalize their lives, and
preventing the occurrence of
such conditions," said Dr.
Miguel Nevarez, Pan American University president, in a
welcome letter.
Six principal areas related
to disabling conditions will be
explored in order to achieve
this objective. The areas,
which relate to medical, psycholosocial, and educational models, are prevention, infant stimulation, diagnosis and
evaluation, individual treatment/educational planning,
mainstreaming/normalization, and legislation.
Nevarez also added that an
impiled objective of the conferenc· is to explore and
develop the roles of Pan
American University and
other sponsors into furthering
the objectives and achievements of the conference, following the International Year
of Disabled Persons.

"Cooperatively with all interested groups," Nevarez
said, "the University can
decide to develop a multilingual center of the Americas,
dedicated to learning and
research in rehabilitation and
special education.'
The conference has been
set for Nov. 18-24.
"We hope to have several
hundred people attend," said
Dr. Llnskey.
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PAU blcxx:l drive needs support
"We're trying to involve
Alpha Phi Omega and the
Student Health Services will · everybody," she said, "and as
be sponsoring a blood drive an incentive, Whataburger
for the Rio Grande Valley has donated 500 tickets for
Blood services on Nov. 9, 10 free food."
and 11 from 9 .am. to 2 p.m.
The tickets will be
in the UC Ballroom.
distributed on a first come first
"The whole idea Is to have serve basis. However, those
one big blood drive rather who donate blood will be eligithan several smaller ones ble for a drawing for two windusually held throughout the breakers also donated by
year by various organizations Whataburger.
on campus," said Mrs Dora
Donors must be between 18
Castillo, director of Student and 65 years of age and weigh
Health Services.

at least 110 pounds. The
donor must not have had
hepatitis and not be sick.
Donors who are under 18
years of age must have a signed permit from their parents.
Castillo said November was
chosen because of the upcoming holidays.
"We expect it to be big, and
it would be tremendous if we
could get 500 units of blood "
she said.
'

BRONC EXCITEMENT - CATCH IT!.__.
Pan American University is on the move! You should join in the excitement.
PAUSA and the Alumni Association are working together to organize the first
homecoming parade in years. We are asking you, the student, to participate and join
us in the excitement. We ask that any student or group of students, not affiliated with
any organization or interest group, to decorate their car, truck, van, etc. in any way, to
promote school spirit at PAU, as long as ii is in good taste and in coherence with the
rules and regulations thereof.
Two $25 prizes will be awarded to the best entries. All entries will be judged on
creativity, originality and adherence to this year's theme, "America's Energy is Mind
Power!"
The parade will be held on Dec. 4, In Edinburg. Information concerning the time
and route will be released at a later date. All students interested in participating must
complete this entry form and return It to UC 314 on or before Nov. 20.
Rules and Regulations are as follows:
l. Only organizations recognized by the office of student development are allowed
to enter a float.
.2. Only recognized student organizations are allowed to post their organization
name on floats, cars, trucks, etc.
3. Only recognized student organizations will be allowed to ride, march, etc., in
group form.
4. All individual student entries will be asked only to post posters promoting school
spirit on their vehicles.
5. No individual student entries will be allowed to post anything promoting a nonrecognized or inter~! group.

Student's Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The continuing saga of

Please complete and return to UC 314 on or before Nov. 20, 1981.

The UnforgettaBullS

1
Hanni-Bull took the Bull by the horns and led an army
of elephants across the Alps. But once he got there
he took his Bull by the keg. Because anyone who's
ever tried to lead an army of elephants anywhere
knows Hanni-Bull worked up a historic thirst. The
kind it took a bunch of Bull to conquer.

No one does it like the Bull.

-

--------------------------------'
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Students Together On Progress

Photos by

Caryl Prukop

.

..

A large crowd--Led by Student Auoclatlon Preeldent Fred Rodriguez and Vice President Ricardo Saldivar, close to 400
students gathered at the Fine Arts fountain to down apathy and 11ft the spirit of Pan American University.

Campus rally STOPsapathy
with spirit, enthusiasm
·
By Oscar Garza

Close to 400 people
with clapping hands
and stomping feet
marched across campus to defeat apathy at
the university last
week.
Students Together
On Progress (STOP)
was sponsored by the
Student Association to
inform students what
is going on at the
university.
Led by Student
Association President
Fred Rodriguez and
vice president Ricardo
Saldivar. Amidst colorful organization
shirts and signs, students from all the
schools marched from
the Science Circle to
the Education Building to the Fine Arts
fountain and back to
the Science Circle.

At the Fine Arts fountain, the school alma
mater was played.
At the end of the
march, the jazz
dancers performed a
routine from "The
Best Little Whorehouse in Texas.
Throughout the
morning before the
march, the university
was made aware of
the apathy march
because the advanced
members of the Army
ROTC jogged .across
campus several times
paced by the chant of
"Stop
Student
Apathy."

Rodriguez inspired
the students before the
march with a short
speech. Dr. Gilbert de
los Santos, dean of
students, called the
march important because he saw it as a
The pep band play- chance for the univered throughout the 25 sity to unify for
minute spirit walk with everybody,
energetic cheers also
"The march went
coming from the
very
well and I am
Bronc cheerleaders.

pleased ," Saldivar
said. "Many students
showed they cared
about the university
and this is very important. One thing that
can come out of the
march \Vas that we
should have a big spirit
march before the first
Bronc basketball
home game. Also,
students would like to
see the information
tables set up monthly
because of all the information they provided."
That night, 300
students gathered at
the Ballroom for the
student mixer. Close
to $200 was made on
the event that was
sponsored by the Residence Hall Association and student
government.
"The students unified us as one this
afternoon and I hope
we can keep this student awareness and
interest up because we
can't let apathy win
now," Saldivar said.

~
Showing splrft--Clapplng hands and stomping feet were heard throughout

the university walkways last Thursday as close to 400 students down the
covered walkway as they march towards the Fine Arts fountain.

Playing away--The PAU Pep Band accompanied the marchers through the 25

minute walk with a variety of music Including the almamater.

Thursday, November 5, 1981
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fight university apathy
\
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co buck clap• vigorously a■
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Briskly wa/king--Mary Garza, with a spirited walk, leads eeveral students

down the covered walkway as they march towards the Fine Arte fountain.

Jazz Oancers--The Jazz Dancer• did a muelcal
routine to 'Best Little Whorehouee In Texae' after
the apathy march. The dancer■ are Pearl Montalvo,
Cindy Gonzalez, Elly Hinojosa, Becky Garcia,
Gracy Garcia, Raena Fix, Pam Rendon, Minerva
Montee and Elizabeth Guzman. In the front row,
the dancera are: Cindi Contrera•, Kathy
Caetaneda, INbelle Florea, Yvonne Romero,
Sylvia Sandoval and Marina Ramirez. The director
le Rhonda Johneon and the dancer• are available
to perform by appointment by calllng 381-3506.
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Forensic squad prepares for first meet
The forensics team will attend its first meet at Southwest
Texas State University in San
Marcos on Nov. 13 and 14.
The main events to be
covered in the competition
are: debates, oral interpretations, and public speaking. It
is a meet wnere me sruaem:,

compete for superior and excellent certificates.
"Even though it's a relatively new squad, I'm excited
about the competition
because I feel the team has the
potential to do well," sponsor
Neal Rieke said.

OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The public schools in Victoria, Texas, will have a limited number of vacancies
for mid-year and the 1982-83
school year. Interviews will be
conducted on the Pan American University campus at the
placement office on November 18. Interested parties
should contact the placement
office for an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a
good salary schedule, provide
free hospitalization and life
insurance, and offer excellent
facilities in which to work.
For additional Information,
write;
Victoria
Public
Schools, P. 0. Box 1759, Victoria, Texas 77902.

Mr. Rieke feels confident
the team can fare well among
the other schools. He regards
the meet as a "confidence
builder" for the students.
The students going to the
competition are: Ofelia de los

Santos, Anna de Haro,
Thelma Ragus, Gary Bacon.
T.J. Flemmer, Jay Lugo,
Brenda Vickers, Javier Hurtado, and Eliseo Rodriquez,
with Neal Rieke and George
Mclemore as sponsors.

Band in UC circle today
"The Defenders" will play
Members of the band are
Tuesday in the University Armin Narro, Hector Salinas,
Center Circle during activity Lala De Leon. Theo
period according to Elvira
Rodriguez. and Ernst VillarCruz, bandbooking chairperreal
son

xperts speak onfreedom
McAllen Memorial Library
will be the site of a free flowing
exchange of ideas tonight at 7
p.m.
Panel members and topics
include: Ralph Baumgartner,
personal freedom; Samuel
Freeman. academic freedom;
Rosemarie Newson, political
freedom; and Jack King and
Rick Diaz, freedom of the
press.
George Mclemore of the
communications department

will be a mode!ator of a five
member panel who will discuss freedom in the 80's.
The public is invited to attend and participate in this
public service program.
The program is co-sponsored by the Political Science
department, McAllen organized for Public Service (MOPS)
and the Hidalgo County
Women's Political Caucus.
Spanish translation will be
available.

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hi Ils Womens'
Center

-428-6242

IS OPEN
COUNTRY, POP, JAZZ
THE MUSIC YOU
WANT TO HEAR
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

~
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University Stage Band to perform

~

The Music Department of
Pan American University will
present the University Stage
Band in their Fall concert,
Tuesday, Nov. 10, 1981 at 8
p.m., in the PAU Fine Arts
Auditorium. The Harlingen
High School Stage Band, winners of the Seventh annual City of Palms Stage Band Festival, has been invited to share
the concert.

THE

GOVERNMENT~

~~

REPORT
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The Harlingen H.S. portion
of the concert will feature
vocalist, Hope McLerrin, singing "Woman in The Moon!"

Thank you PAU Students! PAUSA reached out for
your support and received it. Rico and I strongly believe
and have made it our policy to work together with all
organizations to benefit the University as a whole. The
outpouring of support during the STOP Week proves the
PAU students do care and have a deep pride in Pan Am.
This cooperation between the organizations and the
students has emulated itself in a succesc;ful President's
Council which has already set up a newsletter and Mixer
(Nov. 24). This unified effort on the part of several campus organizations and students has prevailed as a result of
the STOP program and student concerns.
We'd also like to express our sincere thanks to the PAU
Pep Band and Dean Canty for their outstanding performance at the Rally. Also to Rhonda Johnson and her
Jazz Dancers. Thank you for helping revitalize the PAU
school spirit!

The spirit ls willing," "La
Suerte De' Los Tontos." "Me
N'Hog ," "Hay Burner ,"
"Birdland ," "Redemption,"
and "Bein green."
The PAU Stage band will
present selections from recordings of the bands of Stan
Kanton , Thad Jones, Buddy
Rich, Dallas jazz orchestra,
and The Brecker Brothers.
Some of the soloists featured
will be Ramiro Garza, alto saxophones, from La J oya;
Frank Brewster Ill, tenor saxophone, from Mission, J osue
Gutierrez, bari saxophone,

from Pharr; Steve Lanphier,
trumpet, from McAllen ;
Ruben Adame, trumpet, from
Pharr; Bobby Garza trumpet,
from Mission; Joe Valadez,
trombone, from Mission; Joe
Munguia, trombone, from
Mission, Scott Pittman, piano,

1 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'1=
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Queen app)icatiODS aVailab)e I
Bronco Queen applications
are available In the third floor
of the UC in the student government office.
The deadline for all Bronco
queen applications is Nov. 17,
according to Norma Gonzalez, elections commission
chairperson.
The early filing date has

•
been established because the
e Ie c ti on s commissioners
would like to use voting
machines in the December
election.
"We would like to see many
girls participate in the contest," Gonzalez said. "I hope
the organizations get actively
involved in the election."

from Edinburg; Roel Echeverria vibes and drums, from
Pharr; Jimmy Solis, drums,
from Harlingen and Brett
Fiedler, guitar, from McAllen.
The concert is open to the
public and a small admission
fee will be charged.

FOR SALE

_

3 Bedroom 1 Bath Brick house
across from Pan Am Campus central air and heat, ready for im-

Ben Bow Realty 686- 1555.

■

·,----- - - ,;;~~s--- - - -7
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I

Happy Hour 11 a.m.- 3:00 p.m. M onday thn• Friday

:

I
I
I
I
f
I

TWO Free Plays

I
I
I
I
I

Limit ONE per person
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Good thru Nov. 11
521 South Closner

1--...-- - - ._ ...

COUPON -

-

POSITIONS OPEN FOR WAITERS,
WAITRESSES AND BARTENDERS.
APPLY IN PERSON 9 A.M.
4 P.M. with J . P. Jordon.

I

w ith thl• coupon

,__ -

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

123 E. McINTYRE
E DINBURG

- - -'

c.fho nswor
toa~zza
rS

~raror

.~
(•Pizza

(bof-~
BEER& WINE

Enjoy wa~ching football on our wide Teaevision screen.

8poeiah:
Monday- Friday 11A.M.·2P.M.
TRY OUR NEW DEEP DISH PIZZA
302 ED CAREY DR., HARLINGEN

428 • 4933
3420 NORTH 10TH ST., McALLEN

887 • 1537

z

•

-

I
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Ricardo E. Saldivar Jr.
PAUSA Vice-President

Video Games

i

mediate occupancy. Call Gloria at

Fred Rodriguez
PAUSA President

I

~
~==-

The Best Pizza In Town.' Honest.

..
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Lady Broncs
v·olleyball team fintramu;a1'
.
volleyball

earns tnp to state tournament

·SPORTS

With a strong showing this
past weekend at the Texas
A&I Tournament. the Lady
Broncs volleyball team earned
a berth to the state tournament in Huntsville
Play begins today with the
Broncs taking on Texas
Lutheran and Southwest
Texas State University
Playing in the state tourna
ment is always tough." said
Kelly Bass volleyball coach
"Texas Lutheran is an excellent team and is rated
number one m the state "
On Nov 6 the Broncs play
Stephen F Austin. Texas
Wesley College and Condorida Lutheran College from
Austin
At the Texas A&I Tournament. the Broncs played three
games Friday winning all
three.

Set up--Ro.y Guebara sets up the ball as Cindy
Munoz and Cleo Barcamonte• await anxloualy to
down spike the ball. The volleyball team takes to
the road to play at the state tournament the next

couple of days. The team Is going Into the tournament with a 14-10-1 record.

Am beat Texas Southmost
Colll'ge (15-9. 15 9) Becky
Pena has five down spikes as
did Lupl' Fonseca.
In the third and final game
of the day. the Broncs went
against Lee College and came
out on top (8-15. 15-12.
15-3) Cleo had 10 assists and
four down spikes while Cindy
Munoz contributed seven
down spikes.
On Saturday. Pan Am
played two more games

defeating Incarnate Ward College (150. 17- 15) Cleo
played an outstanding game
wrving 15 straight points
In the final. the Broncs met
Texas A&I. each sporting a
4-0 record Tellas A&I came
out with the upper hand de
feating the Broncs (15 3.
b- 15. 15-12) with the last
game lasting an hour Cleo
had 14 assists while Lupe and
Cindy had 10 down spikes
each .

Bring In this coupon and get 20% discount on any regularly priced merchan•
dlse. Bass, Cherokee, Nina, Dingo,
Naughty-But-Nice, Onex
more.

and

many

results

Final results In intramural
women's volleyball saw
HPE&R No. 2 winning the
championship over I Phett Thi
by a score of (15-8. 15-10)
The Shmoohes took third
place over APO with a score
of (15 3. 15-3)
HPE&R No. 2 players In
eluded Laura Cantu. Cynthia
Vela. Rosa De La Garza. Letty Barrera. Mary Ann Guerra.
Edith Saenz. Irene Maya and
Norma Tijerina

Classified
Ads
1978 Honda Hodaka 25() Excellent condition
$000 00
3832500

OFFER EXPIRES NOVMEdER 15, 1981

Pan Am defeated San An
tonio College in the first game
(10 15. 15 3. 15-12) with
outstanding performances
from Cleo Bracamontes with
19 assists and Cindy Munoz
with 10 down spikes.
In the second game. Pan

Classic 1967 Honda 305 Dream
runs well-many new parts
$350 00 Call 181 0420 for
Larry
CREDIT PROBLEM">
Guaranteed Receive a masll?r•
card or Visa with no credit ch1?ck.
even 1f you have bdd credit or no
credit. for free brochure send self
addressed stamped envelope to
House of Credit. PO BX 280570.
Dallas. TX 75226
<-or Rl'nl EXTRA LARGE Bed
,oom for I or 2 college studenr"s
Only 5 blocks from PAU Contact
Josephine Rios. 383 1796.
Colognes. perfumes sewing no•
hons. health & beauty aids. wat
chi!~. Cross & Pentel p,ms
wholesale prices call Kay
383 0717

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Hoom Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room~ ow OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN
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pay an extra 1c and receive and additional piece of chicken

I
II

I

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 12, 1981

I

I

1 chicken piece, potatoes. roll for 99¢

:

I
I

Surplu, Jl'eps, Car~. Truck~ Car•
,nv Vi'llue $214:i sold for $ I()()
For 111forma11on on purchas,ny
s1milc>r baryain~ Cdll 002
941 -8014 Ext 502 Phone call
·efundabll!
Class1f1ed rate Is 20 cents a line
,.v11h a minimum of $1 for each 111
'-'!rhon. pay able in advance.
Bnng Ad copy to The Pan Aml'n•
ran Fm,lia Hall 100 Deadlines 1s
fnday noon To eshmale c<>~I
count :m lellers and ~paces lo a
lint'

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

,--------~-----------~~--------1
I
I

ELECTRONIC EARRING AND
PIN • Send $6.00 for one or
$10.00 for two to: TRADING,
Box 1007-A, Warwick, R.I.
02888.
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

1320 H CLOSHER
N HWY. 211
(OtNIURG
TEXAS
11631
no. ffl.UOM, MS
""A.C 1$12)313-e1122
»..11

..

* Returnees possess experience *
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needed to return to playoffs

If the Broncs want to return
to the playoffs this year, they
will have to fill the shoes of last
year's 18-11 squad which ineluded starters Kenneth
Green, Rueben Cole, Curtis
Glasper, Mike Carroll and Tim
McGrath.
AmongthefourBroncreturnees are Robert Kirby,
Clinton
and
Kim Cobb,
Owen. Alan Martin
The sole survivor among
the Bronc's top seven scorers
from last season, Robert Kirby, automatically becomes a
key man this year.
Kirby, a 6-foot- 7 senior.
lead the Broncs last year with

23 blocked shots and had a
.518 percentage in field goals
made. Kirby. also had a
percentage of .712 in free
throws made and tied with
Rueben Cole for third place in
rebounds with 117 for a rebound average of 4 .0 . In all
heaccumulated224pointsfor
an average of 7. 7.
' 'Wateh Kirby this year. ..
rn
I
sco t'ng
I
wa s an ear y
u
report.
Clinton Cobb, who worked
for the telephone company in
Florida all summer, reported
in the best shape of any
Bronc, this season.

Now a 6-foot-5, 225pound senior, Cobb figures lo
be playing a lot of up-front
basketball for the Broncs.
Last year. Cobb made 19 of
47 field goals for a .404
percentage and sank 6 of 8
free throws for a percentage of
.750.
"Cobb should be a much
improved player over last
year." claims a scouting
report .
Kim Owen, a 6-foot-3
senior, came to the Broncs
last year from Georgia Junior
College.
Last year Owen had a .342
percentage for field goals

made and made 7 out of 14
free throws for a percentage of
.500.
"Kim Owen is a smart
player and a great passer who
sees the floor well." said a
scouting report la~t year.
Alan Martin, a 6-foot-7
junior. only played 55
minutes for the Broncs last
year but had a .438 percentage in field goals made.
In a scouting report upon
coming to the Broncs, Martin
was described as a "pure
shooter." "He's coachable.
He hasn't yet come into his
full form and he's going to
help Pan Am a lot"
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Intramural basketball
games
Oct. 20
Camp Defeated Camp Alumni Asso. (35-28)
The Beaver Eaters over Stranglers (48-30)
HPE&R club downed Schmoofies (women) (3115)

Oct. 27
Stranglers beat APO (63-18)
The Beaver Eaters over Camp (49-26)
Schmoofies defeated APO (women) (26-20)

Upcoming basketball
games
Nov. 10
Camp vs. Stranglers - 6 p.m.
APO vs. Camp Alumni Asso. - 7 p.m.

CAR WASH

Robert Kirby

Clinton Cobb

Harlem Globetrotters
play here Monday
The world's most popular
sports team, the Harlem
Globetrotters will make an appearnace at the Pan American
Aeldhouse on Nov. 9 at 7:30
p.m.
Why do the Globetrotters
get more and more popular
every year?
"It's simple," says
Globetrotter president Art

Harvey. "The Trotters provide
wholesome, clean, all-fun,
family entertainment."
Tickets can be purchased at
Pro Sports, Sears stores, True
Value in Edinburg and the
Sportsman in Harlingen for $6
adults and $5 all students.
Tickets will also be sold at the
door.

*

..

Star on the court--Harlem Globetro tter ,bo wman
Twiggy Sanders takes time otf to ,how off hie ball
handling technique. during an exhibition game.

" Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish_Plat~ s :
Shrimp • French Fnes •

·· ·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

-----------------------With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
burrito with coupon. •

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 12, 1981,

Kim O we n

...

..,_

-

Alan Martin

I

sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Psi
Pledge Class
location : corner of
10th & Houston in McAllen
Price: compact $1.50.
Regular $2.00:
Trucks - 2.50 and Up
When: November 7th. Saturday all day
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Novelist Cela says'Learn to love books'

'Norma Rae' showing scheduled

"Norma Rae" starring Sally receiving Best Actress and the
By Horacio Gonzfilez
Field will be shown Tuesday other being Best Song.
and Wednesday al 2:30 and 8
One of Spain's leading
novelists says a book Is
p .m. according to Belinda
fh,• ,f,>n/ ,,f 1/ ,(~1111,111
Barbosa, UCPC films ,(•1//1 th,· ,·,,11ri1,:,· t,, ri4 ,T,·111tlm1..; something that thinks and
chairperson.
observes that lends itself to the
for· ,chat ,Ii, h·lr,"<'1, 1, nght. ·
· reader.
Admission Is $1 for PAU
Camilo Jo~ Cela, one of
students with ID, $2 without
Spain's most distinguished,
ID and $2 for faculty, staff and
contemporary writers, spoke
general admission. Showings
before more than 1,000 peo•
are at the LRC Media
pie at the Fine Arts AudiTheater.
torium last week. His
45-mlnute lecture on "What is
The movie received two
a Book," was one of the many
Academy Awards, with Field
topics of his nationwide tour.

~

l....----------'-------------'

"A book is something that is
Intangible, not written in the
head," said the 65-year-old
Spaniard. "It can do harm
without meaning it."
A book can have various
meanings to the individual
reader.
What is a book? The dictionary says It's a collection of
folded, cut, bound and usually printed sheets, but Cela said
it's more than that.
"Legall a book has to be

200 pages, but I recommend
Jorge Guillen's works even If
his writings aren't 200 pages,"
Cela said. "A book is a work
of science."
"Remember, what I want
you to understand Is to love a
book," he concluded.
Cela has written many
novels, short stories and
essays that examine Spanish
life and psychology. He won
International recognition In
1942 with his novel, "La
familia de Pascual Duarte,"
which some say Initiated Neo•
reallst techniques that are still
widely Imitated.
One of those techniques,
known as "tremendismo" or
Neo-realism, is "including a
message of social value, but
also allowing brutality," accor•
ding to Dr. James C.
Maloney, head of the foreign
language department.
-..--When he wrote "La
familla de Pascual Duarte,"
his vision of Spain was one of
pessimism because of the dlcta tors h Ip of Francisco
Franco," said Maloney, "since
Franco's death it has changed. He now has great optimism for the future of Spain
and the ability for Spanish
people to rise socioeconomically."
Cela said he really can't
pinpoint one book as being
his favorite but " Don

Quixote" Is near the top of the
list.
He attended the University
of Madrid but left without taking a degree In order to Join
the Spanish Rebel Army
under Franco during the
Spanish Civil War In 1936,
He returned to study and
since then has founded
among other works "Papeles
de San Armadans," a scholarly journal of art and literature,
which he continues to direct.
"Cela Is a very warm,
understanding human type of
individual," said Maloney,
who was in charge of operations of the tour Southwest of
New Orleans. "His reaction to
coming to this remote area
was one of amazement, enthusiasm and appreciation."
Maloney whose idea It was
to bring Cela added, "Cela
was appreciative at attention
given to him by President
Miguel NevArez."
The visit, marks a new
record for Pan Am according
to Maloney. It was the largest
crowd that has attended an
intellectual lecture.
Maloney says the department of foreign languages
hopes to make this a yearly
event and as student-oriented
as possible. Mexican authors
such as Carlos Fuentes, Qc.
tavio Paz or Juan Rulfo are
being considered for next
year.
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Carnival
Saturday
35 b(X)ths entered
UCPC will try and conduct
the once rained out carnival
this Saturday night according
to Gloria Rodriguez, special
events chalr,:.erson. Of the
original 43 entrants nine have
dropped and one has been
added leaving a total of 35
organizations.

Construction agaln-Sp-5 J uan Sanchez paints the
Army ROTC marriage booth. Construction will
begin Saturday Morning for the carnival.

KRIO will also provide
music with a radio remote
The Pan Am carnival w!ll last
from 7 p.m.-11 p.m., due to
the Edinburg Noise ordinance.

T-shirt sale and the Marriage
booth.

Also the fishing booth, Bio
Rythm, Haunted Space Ship,
Grafitti Board, egg throw,
water balloon. Whipped
Organizations will promote Cream Easter Egg, Candy apgoods such as fajitas, mud
slide, Dart-a-ballon, crime ples, coke ring toss, Helium
The organizations cancell- prevention, display, jail Balloons, egg Throw and the
ing were APO actives and booth, Dart-a-Date, Spook Hay Ride.
pledges, ASPA, National
Honors Council, the VeteThose organizations still
ran's cancelled one of their
two
booths,
Medical House at UCM, Gourmet entered are Kappa Sigma,
Technology, TKE, and Alpha food, sausage, tacos, beef Ladies of Camelot, Traffic and
Kappa Psi also cancelled one tacos and chile, popcorn, cot- Security, Lambda Alpha Epof their booths.
ton candy, cupcakes, donuts,
nachos and coke, ring toss, silon, Residance Hall AssociaFortune Telling, Photo booth, tion, United Methodist CamThe one addition were the
Young Democrats. Exit a rock
and roll band will provide
music.
Booth and costume contests are still on. Entrants ln
the costume area should
come and sign In at the UCPC
information booth.

pus Ministry, International
Student's Association, Phi
Kappa Theta, Alpha Kappa
Psi, Tri-Beta.CAMP Alumni
Association and Phi Kappa
Tau.
Also Veteran's organization, Texas Student Nurs~
Association, PAUSA, Bronc
Cadet Corporation, Student
National Education Association, Data Processing Management Association, Visions,
Music Educators National
Conference, Mu Phi Epsilon,
Delta Zeta, Intercollegiate
Veterans Day--With the song of 'America the
Knights and the IK pages.
- - - - - - Beautiful' in the background, the crowd saluates
the wreath.

A time to remember

Pre-registration
format outlined
Do you want to avoid those
long. long line5 at spring
rl!g1stration? All students are
encouraged to take advantage
of priority registration.
"Students should pre-register because it is set-up for their
own benefit ... said Linda Renner administrative clerkadmis~ion~ 'Thev Ciln abo
avoid long lines during regular
registration in Januarv
The Spring class schedule
appears inside today's issue of
fhe Pan American .
"Students should contact
their maior department to be
scheduled for academic advisement for priority registration between Nov , 16 until
0ec 4," said Renner. "Begin
mng freshmen. who started
college in the Fall of 1981.
should go to the Learning
Assistance Center. Office
building "E" for advisement
and pnonty registration."
"A special drop and add
session before regular registra·
lion will be given to those
students who took advantage
of priority registration," added
Renner. "This is to encourage
all students to take advantage

of priority registration •·
"This will also help students
who aren't sure of what
classes they will need in the
Spring and if they need to
repeat a course or change
1he1r mind about a course they
may do so during this special
drop and add session." said
Renner
A class schedule should be
filled out for the spring ~ession, using a "course section
request fo,m" and should be
filled out during priority
registtation by the student and
the advisor.
"On Dec, 18, each student's schedule and fee state•
ment will be mailed to his address currently on file, if the
student's address has changed
he should notify the Registrar
or Admissions offices." said
Renner "We receive alot of
mail st<1mped 'moved or no
longer at this address, so we
would appreciate for the
students to notify us when
their addresses change."
"Students on financial aid
will receive a cash item along
with their fee statements," said
Renner 'The cash item must

be signed and returned to the
office of the comptroller to
complete the registtation process."
Students not receiving
financial aid may pay their
registtation fee by mail by
returning the fee statement
along with a check for full paymerit ol thP amount indicatecl
No partial or late payments
will be accepted

Complete instructions for
paying for registration will be
included with the fee statement. Students should read
and follow these Instructions
carefully to avoid having their
schedule voided. Students
who do not register early during priority registration will
register during regular
registration Jan. 13-15.

\

Reveille-Before a small audience at the 0ag pole, JOH Adame plays the reveille at 8 a.m.

POW says vets deserve honor

"We should recollect and we need to pay better atten- body receives their recognirecognize those people that lion to our past veterans," tlon," Burroughs said. "You
stood to be counted and Burroughs said. "Our current can never pay a guy for his
For further information. helped us fight for freedom of
service."
people in the military will be
contact the admissions office,
the United States," Col. our future veterans. We have
Burroughs was shot on a
381-2206.
"And If you are still William David Burroughs, to depend on one another mission over Vietnam and he
undecided about priority former POW, said on Vete- long way to go before every- spend his service."
registration, just remember rans Day.
those long frustrating lines
"One reason we have this
during the fall semester." conday is to set it aside because
cluded Renner.

"You can adjust to this type
of llv!ng--th!s does not mean
you will like it, but you have to
make it work," Burroughs
said. "Your body and mind
can endure a lot of things and
they can do more than anybody might think. For sur-

Forum speakers explain freedom
By Gloria Lopez
The Freedom Forum discussion had a good turn out
Thursday night at the McAllen
Memorial Library. Clarifying,
informing and educating the
public on their freedoms was
the main goal of The Freedom
Forum discussion.
''Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion. or prohibiting
the free exercise there of or of
abridging the freedom of
speech. of the press or the
rights of people to peacefully
assemble and to petition the
government for a redress of
their grievances" stated
George Mclemore of the
communications department.
who served as moderator of
the five-member panel.
Panel members and their
topics included : Ralph
Baumgartner . personal
freedom. Dr
Samuel
Freeman. academic freedom;
Rosemarie Newson political
freedom. and Jack King and
Rick Diaz. freedom of the
press.
The panel accepted the
premise that diversity of
thought and expression there
of is a necessary condition to
the maintenance of our freedoms those freedoms being
personal freedom. freedom of
the press, academic freedom ,
and our basic political
freedoms,
"I don't pretend to agree
with the American Civil Libernes (ACL) in every turn but
the ACL has been involved in
alot of important and key
issues such as the one man
one \/Oh? . Brown verses the

priate for the intellectual
development of their students," said Dr. Samuel
, Freeman, who spoke on academic freedom. " These
'things' include teaching In a
manner they consider appropriate, examining the Ideas
and concepts they consider
appropriate pursuing lines of
thought and reasoning which
they· consider appropriate,
and expressing whatever
"Truth Is very difficult and views they consider approreporters have to constantly priate.''
try to eliminate their bias and
"When attempts are made
report the story as objectively
as possible and even when to tell teachers what they must
you've done a good job there teach, for example, that they
are still some people who will must teach creation Theory In
find the story is not obiective," conjunction with or instead of
said Jack King, editor of The theories of Evolution, that Is
McAllen Monitor who spoke an assault on academic freeon freedom of the press." dom," said Freedom. "And it
Freedom of the press is impor- Is Just as wrong to try to tell
tant and it carries a great deal teachers what they cannot
of responsibility and it doesn't teach. For example, prohibitgive the media the license to ing the teaching of creationism
manipulate the news," said and such actions, whether by
King "Editors and reporters government, religious organihave to realize that there are zations or individual citizens
two sides to a story and that are not only assaults on
both sides deserve to be academic freedom, they are
heard Most newspeople are an assault against the very
sincere and they may make foundation of a free society
their mistakes " "They may and it simply cannot be pernot writ!! the story like you mitted," concluded Freedom.
"There are some problems
would have written it, had you
been doing it. but most of us with the issue of 'free speech
believe In what we are doing, and free press· and the biggest
that's why we are in this problem I see is that e lot of
business beause the pay is not people tend to consider It
mostly an issue of the media,"
great."
said Rick Diaz, news-director
"Academic freedom means of KRGV. who spoke on freethe right of teachers to do dom of speech In the electhose things tn the classroom tronic medie . "The first
which they consider appro- amendment in the United
Board of education and the
desegregation in public
schools," said Ralph
Baumgartner who spoke on
personal freedom
"We need the American
Civil Liberties Union to simply
keep watch and to make sure
our personal freedoms and
the freedoms of all of us are
beng protected," added
Baumgartner.

Stales Constitution protects
the ideas that we may not like,
Just like it protects those Ideas
which we hold dearly. The
key to a free country is freedom of expression by all of us-those In the media and the
public In general," concluded
Diaz.
"Honest, thoughtful and
legitimate dissent is essential
to the fundamental principles
of a free society," said
Rosemarie Newson, who
spoke on political freedom.
"We still possess, not merely the right, but the obligation
to voice our opinions and ad·
vise those among us chosen to
act as our temporary leaders
and we must not allow our
power to be seized by those
who do not hold the tenets of
a free and democratic government."
"Let us now unite to ensure
open and accessible government," Newsome urges!. "We
demand that our government
meet in public at times which
are convenient for all citizens
and we demand that our
elected officials hear us. We
shall participate freely at all
levels of government for we
are the government."
The Freedom Forum was a
public service program which
was co-sponsored by the Pan
American University political
science department the McAllen Orgenizatlon for Public
Service (MOPS) and the
Hidalgo County Women's
Polltlcal Caucus.

and we have to work
together."
He also said the public cannot ever pay enough respect
to the veterans. The veterans
need to be rewarded and simpie hugs can accomplish that.
Burroughs feels more comfortable about Veterans Day
now than he did eight years
ago when he returned from
Vietnam.
"I was a little bitter when I
came back, but there Is still a
vival, you can make it when
things look bleak.''
"When I was shot down, I
thought it was a nightmare,
but I found out it was very
much real," Burroughs said.
"I was prepared for the torture-- the solitary confinement, very little rations, but I
didn't think they would have
me in solitary so long. I finally
got to write a letter after four
years there. and I finally received a letter later on that
year. I knew I was elive and I
knew my family was alive, but

this situation was emotionally
tougher on my family because
they knew nothing."
After finding out he would
be released, Burrou_ghs said
that he did not actually believe
the news.
"Not until I was escorted on
the plane and we took off an'd
the pilot said our feet were wet
(meaning the plane was over
the ocean) did I believe I was
on my way home and then
the people on the plane gave
two big cheers," Burroughs
said "I was conservative when
I first heard the news. We
were pushed in the 'pow
camp, but we made It."
Burroughs lived in McAllen for half a year when he
was training at Moore Air
Force Base outside of Mission.
Burroughs' appearance was
sponsored by the Army
ROTC and. the Veterans club.
Burroughs visited several high
schools in addition to parVclpatlng in the reveille,
retreat and a small lecture
Wednesday.

Rehab conference
torunNov.18-20
Sponsored by Pan American University and La
Sociedad Tamaullpeci' de
Rehabilltacion Y Educacion
Especial, the Second Pan
Getting flag ready--The Veterans Club co-sponsored the morning reveille.
American Conference on
Rehabilitation and Special
Education, Nov. 18-20, will
include a number of guest
speakers from both the U.S.
Detail concerning the 500 and Mexico.
Five hundred additional In- Nancy Smither, head of the
Justin W. Dart, Jr., chairvitations will added to recep- university activity committee, Invitations to the reception will
tion following the inaugura- suggested adding the addi- be announced next week In man of the Governor's Comthe Pan American.
mittee to Employ the Hantion of University President tional reception Invitations.
d
!capped, will give the
6.
Miguel Nevarez Dec.
Students and staff may pick
The 11 member committee keynote address at the event.
The Fine Arts Auditorium up the Invitations at a later
Among the other special
only holds 1,050 people who date on a first come first serv- decided more students and
staff needed to be invited.
speakers will be Vernon M.
will also attend the reception. ed basis.
Arrell, commissioner of the
Texas Rehabilitation Commission, and David Renk, "El
page 2
Page looks back . . .
Texano", a young matador
who suffered from a physical
page 3
HE returns ...... .
handicap as a child.
page 5
Softballers end season . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other special speakers Inpage 6
clude Dr. Luis Guillermo
Applications ............ . ..... . .. .
Ibarra, past president of the
Class Schedules inside
_;·

500 additional invitations available

What's inside

International Rehabilltatlon
Medical Association of Mexico; Dr. Maria Martinez, an
education specialist with the
Organization of American
States; and Dr. John Waterhouse, provincial director of
rehabilitation for Ontario,
Canada
The conference, to be held
at the Learning Resource
Center, wlll promote the International Year of Disabled Per•
sons.
"The main objective of this
second Pan American Conference is to Improve
significantly thra.ghout the
hemisphere the processes of
both helping persons with
disabling conditions normalize
their lives, and preventing the
occurrence of such condl·
!Ions," seid Or. Miguel
Nevarez, Pan American
University prisldent and conference chairperson.

:,,
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letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

To the editor:

I would like to take the opportunity to thank my coach
and all these thoughtful people of Pan American University and Edinburg who during
my accident and recovery
s~owered me and my family
with support and words of
comfort. Words cannot fully
express the gratitude that
comes to you today for all you
have done to ease the pain
and burden for me and my
family To the people of Edinburg and the Pan Am staff and
students, to my coach, my
teammates and friends I thank
you from the bottom of my
heart.

I have learned a great
lesson and never will I forget
that their is no other place like
Edinburg and Pan American
University when it comes to
caring and sharing I have
learned to treasure the value
of caring and friendship even
though I don't know each and
ever one of personally to
shake your hands.

May God Bless y~u all
Imelda and Idalia
'

This response is in answer

campus. I am also glad to
kn~w that when the Texas
legislature passes into law the

to the fetter written by Samuel
Freemari concerning the
AAUP resolution against
Creation science. And is a
challenge to Kyle Selcer to a
debate . Creation (Positive) vs
Evolution (Negative).

resolution that both theories
must be given equal treatment, the local chapter will
recognize that it was outIo b bi e d in a pluristic
democracy and graciously ac
cede to majority rule.

As for Creationism being
confused as dogmatism in•
stead of education . the
sciences do provide proof to
the belief in this theory. Two
such points that come to mind
are the Greenhouse Effect
and Continental Drift on plate
religious in order to teach tectonics.
science. However, any such
legislation concerning CreaGenesis 2· 5,6. "... for the
tionism would merely force L~rd God had not caused it to
anti-godly professors to pre- ram upon the earth, and there
was not a man to till the
sent both sides of the coin ground. But there went up a
making clear to the student~ mist from the earth, and
watered the whole face of the
that there is an alternative to ground"
evolution, with sound facts to
back it up
This is the Greenhouse Effect explained and would also
I am relieved to read in
account for the inaccuracy of
Freeman's letter that AAUP
the C-14 and Potassium
will not refuse to teach this ·Argon dating processes of
theory, will take the formal
organic matter. The lack of a
position that ii can be taught vapor canopy (Flood account
and as an entity will teach it on in Genesis 6 & 7) would mean
The original article in the
Oct· 1, edition stated the
AAUP obiected to college
professors having to teach a
doctrine that it felt was

less protection from the ozone
layer against the short-wave
radiation from the sun and
would step up the aging process in the earth's atmosphere. It is known that the
sun's ultra-violet rays along
with cosmic radiation
prematurely age humans and
cause genetic mutations Not
only is the person inJured but
each successive generation
receives a shorter life span
well Also, oz~ne, a chemical
radical, is capable of producing chromatid breakages in
human cell cultures which is
identical to x rays and means
a shorter life span in future
generations than the Patriarchs enjoyed
The second point concerning ---ontinental Drift is made
clear in Genesis 10 verse 25.
"And unto Eber were born
two sons: the name of one
was Peleg; for in his days was
the edrth divided, and his
brother's name was Joktan "
This chapter 10 tells us exactly when and why the continents were divided by God
and chapter 11 enlarges upon
this. Genesis answers
Darwin's doubts about his

own theory in his introduction, as well as the doubts he
expresses in his chapters 6
thru 11. These doubts concerned the geological record
being Imperfect and questioned how intermediate and transitional links could be absent
in the time sequence alloted
for them.

E. Kay Wilson, Sr.
To the Editor:
In response to Mr. E. Kay
Wilson and Mr. Kyle Selcer's
debate on evolution and
creatlon--lf both of you
would read through your
material and compare notes,
you might iust realize that it's
all one in the same.
For example take this
from your Bible· "In the
beginning God Created the
heavens and the earth, andthe earth was without form
and void .. "
Now look at a definition of
an atom from your text
book "An atom 1s the
smallest part of matter
(earth) the first having only
one nucleus and one electron, together they are mostly empty space and void."
Then again from your Bible: "Then God said, 'Let
there be light.' and it was
so
The science text continues: "When the small
electron revolves around the
nucleus of the atom, energy
is produced. light... •·
These are some examples
of what both of you have
missed in your profound
debates. You have failed to
realize that for all humanity,

Blood Drlve--One PAU student does his part In the Blood Drive.

More participation
needed in inauguration
At 2 p.m. Dec. 6, in the Fine Arts Auditorium, in the
first university inauguration in more than 20 years, Dr.
Miguel Nevarez officially will be Installed as president of
Pan American University
With all the support for the university that Dr Nevarez's
appointment has stimulated, ii is a pity that no more people can attend the ceremony.

direction ; however, it does not solve the problem of
limited attendance at the inaugural ceremony itself.
The committee should look into the possibility of setting
up a closed circuit television in the LRC media• theatre
and the Fieldhouse. The equipment to do so is already
available on campus.

The auditorium holds only 1,050 people Many of the
guests will be faculty and leaders from the community, the
state. and the nation. Some will even be from other countries. Other than 19 school senators who will be involved
in the procession, only 142 seats will be available for
students. Of more than 8.000 students on campus, only

Oscar Garza

Editor

the essence of what you call
creation and evolution Is the
same, for one cannot exist
without the othe,, H it dld, I
imagine I'd be out roamill9
the wilds of nature in search
of food. rattierthan ·sitting
here two stories above
ground, in this nicely air·
conditioned room, writing
this letter

two representatives from each organization can be invited.
That is a small percentage.
Ahhough-therelegi,nce-of the auditorium suits the occa.slon
.. the building is too small to accommodate the many
,
If• •
friends and .supporters ,:SJf President Nevaret who undoubtediy would like to attend.
The I I-member inaugural committee--composed of
faculty, administrators, and students--must consider other
ways to solve the problem of such limited participation.
In an effort to do so, the committee has already made

Closed circuit viewing would allow more students and
friends to enjoy the granduer of the event. Seeing the
processional with faculty dressed in beautifully colored
robes and Dr. Nevarez smiling and shaking hands with
the crowd would allow more people to feel part of the
ceremony.

Rogelio G. Villanueva,
Jr.

available 500 additional invitations to the reception for
students and staff only. This is certainly a step in the right

If the university cares, arrangements must be made
now to give people the opportunity to see the this event--the first of its kind in 20 years at Pan Am.

Cadet Senior -Major Page recalls Vietnam
~

•

•
',
~

The memory of Vietnam is
still vivid with Cadet Senior
Major Jim Page
The iunior psychology maior was a senior aide man in
Vietnam. He was part of a sixman reconnaissance team in
the 173 ARD Airborne unit.
The recon units were close to
each other.

any war--you're out there with
the sense of duty and I
thought I was doing what evey

Page enlisted in military at

17 and was out in Vietnam at
"We were the eyes and ears 18. He said that there was no

t and people are finally noticing
C this day.•t Page said
c Reminiscing about the war,

,. Page recalls that people did
~ not get Involved in the war
\,

i because they did not feel part
~

of it.
"You question the right of

that is important for all officers.
His medals include: Combat Medal Badge, Purple
Heart, Bronze Star, Vietnamize Cross of Galantry with
r'dlm, Vietnamese Campaign
Medal and the Jumplings
award.
"My number one goal right

In Vietnam.Page devS'loped
an appreciation for life . "The
little things--like ice acream-take on a greater emphasis
out there," Page said. "Other

American should have done,"
Page said. "We had to try to
survive everyday."

' of the infantry unit." Page normal day there because
work was centered around
~ said. "We worked separate from them."
~ Page, who lives in Weslaco, reconnaissance missions. That
: views Veterans Day as sen• was also how he kept up with
,: limental because of what peo- the days because he lost track
of days, weeks and months.
~ pie have done In other wars.
His recon mission usually
"It Is a time to remember lasted four days.

#

ploded nearby

As the only medical personnel there, Page administered
to all types of injuries including insect bites, blisters or
gun wounds. He had to carry
all the gear including the
medical equipment that totaled between 85-100 pounds.

• things people take for granted
are drinking a cool glass of
water or eating a hamburger."
In Vietnam, a good time
was simply sitting down and
relaxing and drinking a cold

Housing--Thls ls whre the men are housed.

beer, or seeing an old friend and we had time to think
Page said.
' ~out it and that created a lot
Page said that they did not of tension," Page said "Out in
get_ scared on quick thinking
4,JM
assignments. but when they the field, we developed a sixth
Practicing--Three soldiers practicing their weapon
sense because we could sense
shooting.
when something was going to
were being flown in for an happen,"
assignment. there was very lit"You never get used to all second time he received a tle talking among the men
Page, has been active in the
the bodies around. but you shrapnel wound to the head
"We knew we would be. In- military for nine years, is comhave 10 )earn to live with ii." from a 8-40 rocket which ex• volved in some type of action ing to school to get his degree
Page said. ·•1t always bothered
in psychology, while minoring
me all the time ..
Page said that serious head
and neck wounds were the
toughest m1uries to work on

~-

in criminal justice as a full time
.student
He and his wife Maria, have
a young daughter Melanie 2
He will graduate in Decem'ber
of 1982. He is studying to be
an officer
He says that Army ROTC is
a good program for college
st udents because It gives them
the opportunity to learn the Out on a misslon--The recon te
h
term responsibility because helicopter.
am eads toward the

because sometimes there was
nothing he could do
His only lifeline with home
were letters he received from
his parents He liked to read
them a lot because the letters
would catch him on all the
happenings at home
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"It was very difficult to ad·
Just when J came home because I was removed from
what was really going on at
home," Page said "I felt
disappointed because things
were not the same ."

Page was wounded twice;
he had a slight shrapnel
wound the first time. but the

E::~
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Loading--The helicopter Is being loaded.

now Is to get my college
degree,"' Page said. "I want to
become the best commissioned officer that I can be. My
goal is to help people because
I feel good when I do and I
feel I can offer something to
the Army and as an officer
you have more input to th~
people."

Reody--Jlm Page prepares for hi

• next mlulon.
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Garza stresses
communication

The sergeant at arms of the
Pan American University Student Association Senate
representing the school of
humanities Is Oscar Garza.
Garza has been involved In
student government for the
past four years. He has served
on the elections commission
as chairman of the elections
committee, director of student
affairs and this year as
senator.
Garza believes that there is
a need to develop a better
relationship between all the
students In the school of
humanities.
"I would like to see a
Humanities Council set up
that would Involve the
students from the different
departments and be made up
of representatives from each
department,'' Garza said.
"Since each department is
growing and we are losing
contact with each other."
The proposed council, Garza hopes, will become a longlasting organization on campus and will help bring
together the students In the
school of humanities.
"There Is alot of growth in
the Individual departments
right now," Garza said . "The
mass communications area is
always expanding, as is the

Choir
concert
slated
The first performance of the
Pan American University
Choir will be presented in the
Fine Arts Auditorium at 8
p m Tuesday. It is open to
public and admission is $1.
Works of significant historical
nature will be performed in
eluding pieces by Palestrina,
J .S Bach, M. Haydn, J.
Brahms and A. Bruckner.
The second half of the concert will highlight works set to
texts by poets Christina Rossetti, William Shakespeare,
James Jc,yce and Robert
Burns.
Concluding the concert wlll
be a setting of an old Shaker
song, "Ye followers of the
lamb"
Making his debut as conductor of the choir, Ed Byrom
will be assisted by Dr. John
Raimo of the PAU piano
faculty and Barbara Cureton
of the Edinburg CISD string
faculty.
Soloists for this performance will be Della Hodges
and Maria L. Garcia for the
Bruckner "Ave Maria" and an
octet comprised of Della
Hodges, Irma Vasquez, Leslie
Law. Angela Ramirez. Robert
Ashley. Ted Lyra. David
Gonzalez and Scott Pittman
for the Bach Motet. "Lobel
den Herrn. alle Heiden ."
The Pan Am choir is an
auditioned group of 50
vocalists selected from the
university
community
Students are from all areas of
the Rio Grande Valley as well
"' as other cities north of the
, valley

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'

BRONC EXCITEMENT - CATCH IT!..._.

speech and drama are." AIi
members of the humanities
program are not aware of the
growth that Is occurrlng outside their prospective departments. When things are growing, students need to communicate with each other.
Fellow senator, Anna D.!
Haro and I will do whatever
we can to encourage more
student awareness In the
school of humanities."
Garza thinks being a
senator Is exciting because all
the meetings have been fruitful. There has been a quorum
at all the meetings to date and
they have been able to discuss
and vote on major Issues.
Garza is also chairman of
University and Community
Affairs. He is presently working on the upcoming Bronco
Days events as well as the project concerning the gift the
Student Association wilt be
leaving to the university.
Garza can be reached any
afternoon at the Student
Publications Office in Room
100 at Emilia Hall at
381-2542.

The club also was given
behind-the-scenes tour of the
zoo and attended a seminar
on the grounds conducted by
Jim Foley 2'00 director. and
he discussed endangered
species.

"Mankind is responsible for
re-establishing the species that
have been imperiled by man.
Michael Wood Tri-Beta president said. "Therefore it is our
duty to support the endangered species program at
the Gladys Porter Zoo I
.k t
II
wou Id. lI , e o encourage a
organizations on campus to
contribute to the effort of conser~a!!on of vanishing
species."

The biologists decided to
adopt a gaielle. The $52 fee
includes feeding and medical
care of the gazelle for a year.
The club will receive an
Animal Adoption Certificate
as well as a specially designed
plaque with the group's name
that will be on display.

Foley discussed the endangered species problem In
the world and also focused on
one Texas bird, the goldencheeked warbler. It is In
danger of losing it natural
habitat in the Texas Hill country because of urbanization or
rural areas.

The students also saw the
protective shelters that the
animals are put in at night and
the areas where they are kept
during severe weather.

Twice have movie goers been visited by 'Halloween.'
Twice have they screamed their throats dry. 'Halloween'
attracted the curious. 'Halloween II' recalls the hardy survivors of the first onslaught and bolts them to their seats
for a more exquisite experi•:mce of fright.

'Halloween II' may just have outmatched 'Halloween.•
Unlike most first part and second part movies, this continuation fulfills .and surpasses its predecessor. It gouges
out the audience's primal terror and sends it smashing,
ending in a torrential rain of shrieks.

Insuring the movie's continued success are Jamie Lee
Curtis and Donald Pleasance. The two return to their respective ro' .is of a terrified teenager and an anxious doctor. Their convincing acting and the continuity of their
roles bind the two 'Halloweens' together Into a powerful
two-some of terror. Utter shock grips Curtis' face into that
of a walking zombie while Pleasance runs wild-eyed with
despair.
While Curtis and Plesance bind the two 'Halloweens,'
the plot sets them apart as two outstanding examples of
the horror genre. 'Halloween' followed an escaped
crazy's reign of terror. 'Halloween II' reincarnates the
crazy, but goes further by magnifying him into a homicidal
maniac. Michael Meyers wreaks death without regard or
remorse to gain his ultimate goal. This Halloween relies
on sheer fright, where the former used both plot and
scare tactics to achieve its ends. Every corner, every dark
place and every noise promise carnage where previously
dialogue whispered death.

I rue, 'Halloween II' begins where 'Halloween' left off,
but oh so much better than the first. Halloween's errie
majesty, the dark gash of night and the human fear of the
unknown Inspire 'Halloween ll's' evil events. Michael
Meyers has returned once again to raise your hackles and
wrench the screams from your throat.

"More of the night he came home," does not even
come close to describing his return.

Afterwards, the group split
d
. 1
d t
d th
t f th
I
ey a so toure a spec1a up an oure
e res o
e
area the feeding
area in the zoo.
_ _ _ _ _ COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Happy Hour 11 a.m.- 3:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday

TWO Free Plays
with this coupon

I
I

I
Limit ONE per person
I
I
Name_________
I
I
Address_________
I
I
Good thru Nov 11
I
I
521 South Closner
I
l - - - - - - - -COUPON ________ ,

~.·,
BARBER
&
HAIRSTYLING

phone for an appoJntmnt

°383•9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

FREE
Pregnancy Test

Video Games

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

IS OPEN

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

WITH GOOD
LIBATIONS
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

Happy Hour: 11:00o.m. -3:00p.m.

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Monday thru Friday

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

6 Plays for$ 1.00
521 S. Closner

I
I

,
JASON S
Video Games

The zoo director also led
th~ group of Tri-Betans and
students from Dr. Robert Edwards' "Man and His Environment" class on a tour of the
complex. The students were
taken to the comissary where
Tri-Beta. in an effort to help
they saw how food for the
with the conservation of
animals is prepared and the
animal life, decided to do Its
type of foods they are fed.
part be helping support the
cause.

~~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:::::::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;:;tfil:~:;:;:;:;:;:~:~:~
~:~:\:
Jason's
!;:::::

::::::

giraffe exhibit, a two story
structure with a narrow
hallway where the zoo officials
stand on the second story to
feed the tall animals.

Th

The Gladys Porter Zoo
maintains a large collection of
Student's Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
rare and endangered species
and has received national
Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
recognition and awards for its
successful breeding programs
Please complete and return to UC 314 on or before Nov. 20, 1981.
. . .. . .H4~~~~,....Hf of rare animals.

Halloween II •• HE comes back\

{ ::--,,,

Tri-Beta adopts gazelle
Tri-Beta, the biological
honor society. became the
proud parents of a gazelle last
Sunday.

Pan American University Is on the move! You should join in the excitement.
PAUSA and the Alumni Association are working together to organize the first
homecoming parade In years. We are asking you, the student, to participate and Join
us In the excitement. We ask that any student or group of students, not affiliated with
any organization or Interest group, to decorate their car, truck, van, etc. in any way. to
promote school spirit at PAU; as long as it Is In good taste and in coherence with the
rules and regulations thereof.
Two $25 prizes will be awarded to the best entries. Alt entries will be judged on
creativity, originality and adherence to this year's theme, "America's Energy is Mind
Power!"
The parade wilt be held on Dec. 4 , In Edinburg. Information concerning the time
and route will be released at a later date. All students Interested in participating must
complete this entry form and return ft to UC 314 on or before Nov. 20.
Rules and Regulations are as follows:
1. Only organizations recognized by the office of student development are allowed
to enter a float.
.2. Only recognized student organizations are allowed to post their organization
name on floats, cars, trucks, etc.
3. Only recognized stude!lt organizations will be allowed to ride, march, etc., in
group form.
4. All individual student entries will be asked only to post posters promoting school
spirit on their vehicles.
5. No individual student entries will be allowed to post anything promoting a nonrecognized or Interest group.
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EDINBURG

Little Tots Nursery

. . ;,,,;<,. ,,.
(..,

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

\ 1~:-1 204 E. Stubbs - 383-8221
.ciL(} ~
Special Discount to P.A .U. Students
!CA

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a
. . t~s
Shrimp • French Fries •

$25.00 from Monday - Friday

·

We will pay you (the real)

Onion Rings

6:30 A .M. to 1:00 P.M.

Band Directors or Club
$50.00 bill for talking to

for your convenience

sponsors. petails 381-2537

Children Ages O - 6 yrs.
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

P.A.U. ID. required
Breakfast. morning snacks and lunch included

~~N-+I.

t

Texas

or 581-3412 after 4:30

Jr. High School Coaches, --,..

With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you w/1/ receive a free
burrito with coupon.

Bring in this coupons and no registration
fee required ($10.00)

March, 1982

your old High School or

NON-NEGOTIABLE

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 18, 1981

t······················..······························---

C1II Days £¥enlnas & Weel(ends

1¥1

Course
available year
TEST PREPARATION
round.
SPECIAL1sTs s1NCE 1938 Call for further
information.
3600 N. 23rd - McAllen • 631-2961
11617 N. Central - Dallas, TX 75243
Educational Center

-122 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

Edinburg, Texas

The Pan American

383-9035

ATTENTION
MIDTERM GRADUATES

•
•

VIDEOS

:

ia~;.SitDown

:

E:~2

•

Brownsville Independent School District offers.
•
•
•
•
•

• Life Insurance
• Liability Insurance
• Medical Insurance

Competitive Salaries
Easy access to Mexico
Nearby Beaches
Other Recreational Activities
Opportunities for Professional Growth

For further informal!on contact or write:
Mr Oscar Barbour
Director ol Personnel
1050 E Madison
Brownsville. Texas 78520
Tht> B rownw 1lle independent School D1stnct

Is

an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H

•
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EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

~i:e c:imand

Pinball

:

~;;£~:

:

Rolling

•
•

t~1' K~igh1
Stone
1

•

Space Invaders
Space Zap

•

Scramble
Venture

i~~ Encounier

r--_.._------------~---~--------------,
I

•

•

Crazy Cllmbff
Centtpede
Star Ca.de
Rip-Off
Sea Wolf

I
II

, - - -Thur•day,
- - - -November
- - - -12
---~
-- - - ,I
I - - - -Friday, November
13
for 3 Token•
tor 2 Tokens
II Name Good
I Name Good
I
__________
__________
I AddreH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I AddreH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II
I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I City
I
ONE P£R CUSTOMER
I
ONE PER CUSTOMER
I
Sunday. November 15
I
I
Monday, November 16
I
Good for 3 Token•
I
I
Good for 3 Token•
Name, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Addres• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Addreu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

•
•
•

I

City -ONE
-PEIi
---CUSTONEII

f
I
I
I
L

Good for 3 Tokena
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•
•

•

THE BROWNSVIUE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT is currently accepting applications for the 1981-1982 school year Anticipated openings in: Elementary
Bil Ed . Secondary Math. English and Science

....,.~a:r::c=~

,,...... . .,,.

•
•
•

!:_~~~~
r ........=

Defender

Pac Man

Rally X

Space Panic

•

•

e

•
•
•
•
••

.
•
:

-PEJt
---- I
EL CENTRO MALL ~ City -ONE
CUSTONEJI
Jackson Road
------------.
I
Pharr - McAllen I
Wedne•day, November 18
I

II

f------------1
I
Tuesday, Novmeber 17
Addreu

_______

City - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I~

.------------/

ONE P.,JI CUSTOME.ll

I
Good for 3 Tokena
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I Addreu _ _ _ _ _ _ _
IL City -ONE
-----PER CUSTOMER

•

•
•
•

J

••

I
I
I
II

•
•
•
•
••

-------------

25 Tokens for $5
All Games 1 Token
Win A T-Shirt With A High Score

Panthera
Black Out

.
•
:

e

.-
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y ROTC students visit Camp Bullis

,
•,.•

Experience learned in field
By Oscar Garza
Editor

In order to enhance
their classroom material, 43 advanced and
basic Army ROTC students worked out at
Camp Bullis, northwest of San Antonio
Saturday and Sunday.
The 43 students,
were divided into two
groups, the survival
class and military field
training experience
group (FfX) .

,,..

..

..

From the outset, the
survival class headed
toward the woods to
live and survive off
nature. In the two
days, the group hiked
over 11 miles carrying
30-40 pounds of gear.

l ~.

..,,. \,;.,t.

,,.

..- ,
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The class built
shelters each night
with materials they
brought with natural
foliage. They ate serations almost every
night. In addition the
class learned how to
hynpotize a chicken,
skin it prepare it and
eat it. There was a
chicken for every two
people.

.

_.:.r_

Captured--Advanced ROTC students learn how to capture a prlsloner.

FfX was centralized
around the camp. The
group learned small
unit tactics, land
navigation and how to
use a compass.
Their
sleeping
quarters were very
basic and the students
also ate C-rations.
The high point of
the trip came when
the FTX class had to
move from one location to another. Taking sketchy information and using a compass, students hiked to
the end location.
"Many made it
through easily," Capt.
Ed Elkins , Army
ROTC , said. "No one
was completely lost."
" This was very
realistic for the
students in many
cases," Elkins said.
"This was a real
challenge for them.
You don't have fun
unless it is a challenge
and you feel glad that
you made it."
The trip will help
prepare the advanced
students for military

training at Fort Riley in
the summer. This is
the main part of the
semester for the advanced students.
The basic students
were not required to
attend, but many of
them did participate in
the activities.
"Next semester, the
students will participate in similiar activity ," Elkins said,
" Hopefully, in the
future. we can schedule,, mini-war maneuver.
"I enjoyed the trip
and I learned a lot-like tactics and learning how to read a
compass in the dark
(night navigation)
Janie Menchaca, basic
Army ROTC students,
said.
"The trip was very
educational and it was
good experience for
everybody ," Maria
Guerra, advanced Army ROTC student,
said. "We learned
how to work togeth,,
er.

.,.,.
..
;

Chow time-•C-ratlons was the basic food for the ROTC students.
Make-up tlme--Marla Guerra gets ready to head Into
the field.

Dlrectfons--Studenta study how to uae a compaas.
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Taking notea--ROTC atudenta take notes after ll•tenlng to a lecture &om a Green Beret.

Photos by Maria Guerra
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Harlem Globetrotters play before
(volleyball tea.J
packed house at Pan Am Fieldhouse ends season

SPORTS

Taking a 14-10-1 record in- lege from Austin ( 16-14,
to the state tournament 16-15).
played In Huntsville this week,
The Broncs ended the tour•
the lady Broncs volleyball
team met defeat in all five nament with a 0-5 record.
games
Coach Kelly Bass cited the
playing
abilities of both senior~
The first team the Broncs
faced was Texas Lutheran, Becky Pena and Cleo
rated number one in the state Bracamontes.

going Into the tournament
Texas Lutheran crushed Pan
Am (15-0, 15-6)
later the same day the
Broncs played Southwest
Texas Stale University and
again came out on the losing
end (15 9, 15-3)
In Friday's competition the
Broncs did not fare any better
than the day before
Pan Am opened play
against Stephem F. Austin
and lost (15-8, 15-6)
In the two remaining games
the Broncs lost to Texas
Wesley College (15-3. 15 11)
and Condordia Lutheran Col-

'The team played well but
our youth and lack of ex
perience hurt us In the
playoffs," said Bass. "Next
year I will only hae one senior
on the team, Rosy Guebara."
Bass also pointed out that
next year he will be recruiting
in order to rebuild at the
center position where he will
have only one player return•
ing.
Members of this year's team
included. Sara Solis, Mary
Cruz. Cleo Bracamontes
Becky Pena. Rosy Guebara
Carmen Hernandez Carmen
Saldzar, Lupita Fonseca and
Cindy Munot.

TH
\
Purse snatching-Twiggy Sanders shows off his new
purse to the crowd.

Quarterbacklng••Twlggy Sanders plays quarterback as Sweet Lou Dunbar
centers the ball. Globetrotter's offense proved to be to much for the California Chiefs scoring 63-49.

Pro-basketball marketing rep appointed director
of Pan Am athletic promotions

1981-82 Women's Basketball Schedule

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

14 Sat.
19 Thurs.
20 Fri.
27, 28.

Nov. 30 Mon.
Dec. 8 Tues.
Dec. 9 Wed,
Jan. 9 Sat.
Jan. 15 Frt .
Jan. 16 Sat.
Jan. 21 Thurs.
Jan. 22, 23

Huston-Tillotson College
Texas Southern University
St. Edward's University
South Texas Women's
Classic (Texas A&I, U.T.E.P.,
U.T.-San Antonio, Pan Amertcan)

Home
Home
Home
Kingsville

Texas A&I
Our Lady of the Lake
Incarnate Word College
St. Edward'• University
Texas A&I
Our Lady of the Lake
Texas Southern University
Rice Invitational Tournament
(Sam Houston State, Southwest Texas, Texas A&I, Rice,
Pan American University)

Klngavllle
San Antonio
San Antonio
Austin
Home
Home
Houston
Houston

Huston-Tillotson College
Incarnate Word College

Austin
Home

Jan. 29 Fri.
Feb. 6 Sat.

Carl Downing, who worked
this year in professional
basketball as a marketing
representative for the San An•
tonlo Spurs, has been ap•
pointed director of athletic
promotions at Pan American
Athletic Director Bill White
announced the appointment.
Downing, 28, replaces
Dave Herring, who left Pan
Am to go into the oil business.

2pm
5pm
5pm

5pm
4pm
4pm
2pm
5pm
2pm
5 pm
TBA

Austin
Coach John McDowell retains three Lady Broncs who
have lettered two years each .
They are 5 3 Sylvia Garza.
Roma. 5-5 Kimberly Mynatt
Laredo. and 5-7 Rita Gon
zales. Mercedes
Pan Am's other letter•
winners are 5,0 Idalia Men
d1ola Laredo. 5-7 Carmen
Garcia. Rio Grande City, and

A 1975 graduate of Virginia
Tech, Downing majored in
U S. history and minored in
political science. He 1s a 1981
master's degree candidate at
Western Illinois University,
spedaliling in athletic administration.

This year he sold season
tickets and program advertising for the San Antonio
Spurs.

Carl Downing

Before going to gradua te
school al Western Illinois,
Downing was e mployed as a
federal protective officer for
ihe General Services Administration. He was a security officer at the Pentago n and later
transferred to the Central Intelligence Agency

IS
THE LATEST IN
COUNTRY WESTERN
MUSIC
1 lA.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

TH
1211 E. Pecan • McAllen, Texas
•
•
•

DS & WATCH

2pm
2pm

N£ JEWELRY /
RALL OCCASI

IS OPEN

\
I
83-2432
' '

Lady Broncs basketball
opens here Saturday
The women's basketball team.
hopeful of improving last
season's 9 12 record because
six letter earners return.
opens its season here at 2
p. m Saturday against Huston Tillotson College of

High Boos t--Wlth help from his teammate Sweet
Lou Dunbar. Jimmy Blacklock makes two points.

Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrappin1
• Engraving

WITH LUNCH
UNDER $3.0J)
123 E. McINTYRE

•
•

Specializing In Silk Screen Process
T-Shirts, Sportswear, Jackets, Baseball
Caps, & Fund Raisers
Businesses, Clubs, Teams, Schools,
Organizations Welcomed
Prompt Service - Quality Work
We Accept ANY Sized Order

O PEN MON 10 FRI. 9'.30 •5 30

BUS. (512) «131~,51

SAT10·12

RES (51211182-2218

EDINBURG

5 9 Sonya Salinas. Hebbron- Oklahoma City sophomore
5-7 Judy Brebner. Weslaco:
and freshmen 5-5 Nelda
Newcomers include trans Billescas. McAllen. 5 3 Sylvia
fers 5-5 Ka thy Teer. Norfolk, Lopez Brownsville; and 5-8
Va ; 5·9 Carol Beene. Harl Brenda Alaniz Rio Grande
ingen: 5-7 Vicki James. City

ville
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Custom Marketing International

~ --381-9263
1408 West Ui.iversity
Edinburg, TX 78539

Custom Printing on
T-Shirts, Caps, Bags:

•
•
•
•
•
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t
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Fraternities
Sororities
Clubs
Teams
Organization

~

.

.

.

'====================;
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

2 patos of your choice
rice & beans Sl .89

For faster service
call in order
383-0725

Across from Pan Am

--~

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
;? loca!lonslMcAllen. M1ss1on
H11rhngen & Brownsville

78501

The public schools in Victoria, Texas, wil l have a limited number of vacancies
for mid-year and the 1982-83
school year. Interviews will be
conducted on the Pan American University campus at the
placement office on November 18. Interested parties
should contact the placement
office for an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a
good salary schedule, provide
free hospitalization and life
insurance, and offer excellent
facilities in which to work.
For additional informat ion,
write;
Victoria
Public
Schools, P. 0. Box 1759, Victoria, Texas 77902.

I
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Bronco Days adds new games
"We're trying to build up
Several new contests will be
added to the annual games at
Bronco Days Dec. 3. Applications are due Nov. 26 at 4
p.m.
Along the with cow chip
toss, the bat twirl and the cigar
smoking contest, new games
Include a mtnlmarathon, a
bike race, a human mud race,
a tug of war across a mud pit,
a roping contest and a greased
pig contest.
"The added games should
create more student Interest,"

Oscar Garza, Bronco Days
chairman, said. "We would
like to have every student participate In the games."
The Bronco Days committee is considering adding a
period lo activity period for
the games. The games will
start either second period on
Thursday or run through third
period.
"We would ltke to have a
faculty team from each school
to participate in the games
because we fee.I the faculty ls a

IJlil••~_,. school spirit that has been

big part of the university,"
Garza satd. "Some of the added events hopefully will encourage faculty participation."
The games are not limited
just to organizations.
" Five to 10 people will be
on each team and anybody
can make a team If they get
five people to play the
games," Garza said. "Student
participation is needed to
make the games successful
and we encourage everybody
to pick up an application."

lost," said Fred Rodriguez,
PAUSA president, of the
Homecoming Parade and
Bronco Queen elections.
Several Bronco Queen applications have been picked
up.
,
"The response looks good.''
~ said Rodriguez." ''The forms
are here. Any organization Interested Just has to come in
Interested organizations are
here and pick them up."
Unlike past years, there is a urged to submit a candidate
tentative plan to use voting before the final deadline at
marchines lo elect the new 4:00 p m. Tueway.

APPLICATION FOR BRONCO DAYS

PERSON TO CONTACT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
P HONE NUMBER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Events will be named later In The Pan American Newspaper.

The early deadline should
allow the results to be In by
Dec . 1-2 accord ing to
Rodriguez.
Because there will be a fullpledged parade this year,
Rodriguez said that he hoped
to have the candidates participate in the parade.
The parade would be
followed by announcement of

the Queen at the Homecoming game on Dec. 4
However. Rodriguez emphasized that these plans are
not official yet, they are tentative. "I'm all excited about It;
I think everybody is," said
Rodriguez. "I would like to en
courage as many girls as
possible to run. I believe it will
add more enthusiasm."

UCPC wins awards

NAME OF ORGANIZATION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MEMBERS:

Bronco Queen this year.
The voting machines would
be set up in five locations: the
LRC building, the U.C .
center, the Fine Arts building,
Education building, and the
LA bµlldlng.
If the voting machines cannot be obtained, Rodriguez
said that paper voting ballots
will be used at the same five
locations

UCPC was awarded two
first place certificates at the
ACU-1 Region 12 conference
last weekend on the campus
of Texas A&M University.
The Multl-color poster depicting the Peanuts character
Linus won first place in the
Professional Design contest.
The poster was designed by
Modelfng--Co-eds model new winter fashloM at
PAU student Mary Negrete.
Brumleys.
Peggy Buckley designed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the UCPC logo in the student
design category. The letters
UCPC a re on the outside of a
circle with the respective comNoticel The following items have Texas In Austin. Share expenses
been lost In area of the LA 237: 3 ways. Contact immediately for mittee in the circle.
1. Para Pschoiogy and Society more details, Roy 585-3129
The Association <;>f College

The time of the events will be announced later also.
Some of the new events will include a bike race, a mini marathon and the mud race ...
Since their Is no entry fee, the final day for applications wtll be Nov. 26, In the student
government office or contact chairperson Oscar Garza. Thank you for your support.

Classl·f1·ed Ads

(Abnormal Pscholgoy)
2. The Pscholgy of Human Me!D2!'.lt
.3 Reporting Technical Information
4Folder containing, very important preperatory work for final
grade In English 2309.
5 Pschology (Dictionary)

Colognes. perfumes, sewing notions. health & beauty aids. wat
ches. Cross & Pentel pens ·
wholesale prices call Kay
383-6717.
1978 Honda Hodaka 250. Ex
cellent condillon - $600.00

383-2500

Classified rate is 20 cents a line
II found or If anyone has any with a minimum of $1 for each Inleads please contact Raul or Anda sertion. pay able in advance
at El Centro Sound at 787-4241 Bring Ad copy to The Pan Amerior Mary at 631- 3846.
can Emilia Hall 100. Deadlines is
Friday noon. To estimate cost
Male roommate needed for Spr- count 30 letters and spaces to a
ing Semester at University of

Unions-International was
represented by colleges from
Texas, Louslana and Arkansas. UCPC members who attended were Alma Ramos,
Alan Iglesias, Mary Garza,
Ruby Donaldson, Rigo
Salinas, Lisa Borrego, Gloria
Rodriguez, Eliseo Rodriguez,
Larry Garcia , Belinda ,
Godines, Florinda Garcia and
Luis Pena.
Members attended sessions
on Newsletter production, regional games tournaments,
Interviewing Techniques,
Concert Programming,
Speaker Programming and
Publicity.

m-&btrt
iempnrium

POSITIONS OPEN FOR WAITERS,
WAITRESSES AND BARTENDERS.
APPL y· IN PERSON 9 A.M.
4 P.M. with J . P. Jordon.

123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

Old English
in
7 Colors
Greek Letters
THE VALLEY-WIDE MAGAZINE THAT'S
" ON THE RIGHT TRACK!!'·

Group discounts

for

WE ' LL FEATURE YOUR AD AND PH OTO OF
YOUR C AR , CYCLE. OR TRUCK ETC . FOR
2 WK S IF NOT SOLO IN 2 W KS
WE'LL RUN IT 2 MOR E W KS, FREE!
ONLY S10

Fraternities
&
Sororities

IS OPEN

CALL COLLECT

IS OPEN

HAPPY HOUR 5 - 7
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
123 E. McINTYRE

Pho ne.
J!i lll 710-4144

El C entro M.ill
Mc Allen , Ten,

7DAYSAWEEK
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE

EDINBURG

EDINBURG

Game Room Now OPtN

Game Room Now dPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Koo m Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
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1 chicken piece, potatoes, roll for 99¢
pay an extra 1¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken

With special BUY our regular 45 t Fountain drink for 33t

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 18, 1981
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It AIU
Open 7 days a week
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48 students selected
for Who's Who
Forty-eight PAU students
have been selected for the
1981 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students In American
Universities and Colleges."
"They are outstanding
students in academics, activities and services because
they have made outstanding
contributions to Pan Am and
the community," Judy Vinson, chairperson of the Who's
Who selection committee,
said. "From the 48 students,
seven are from Brownsville
and 41 from Edinburg."
The selection process was
long, according to Vinson.
The eight member committee
was made up of students and
faculty members.
The committee had to filter
through 125 applications.

Each applicant was rated on a
point system, discussed
among the committee and
then the final points were
tallied.
These students are among
the country's outstanding
leaders.
They join an elite group of
students selected from more
than 1,300 Institutions of
higher learning In all 50 slates,
the District of Columbia and
several foreign nations.
Outstanding students have
been honored in the annual
directory since It was first
published In 1934.
Students named this year
from Pan American University
are:
Julia Alaniz, Alamo; Marla
Del Carmen Aldape, Browns-

Clements names
Schaefer regent
He's mfne--Marla Guena tell• everyone that ahe ha• been hitc hed at the Army ROTC marriage booth. Thia booth wH awarded ftnt prize In the
c arnlval--aee relate d ato ry and photo apre ad on page• 6 -7 .

Parade applications due tomorrow
"This is the first Homecoming Parade we've had in more
than 20 years, so participation
form organizations Is really
needed ," said Kim Krause,
assistant to the PAUSA President and Vice-President
Although some feedback
has been received from several organizations, PAUSA
would still like to encourage
even more participation. Applications are due tomorrow.
"In the past. Pan American
has had a number of car caravans but never a parade, said
Krause. "And this parade promlses to be a full fledged
one."
The parade will include
organization floats. firetrucks

with the baseball players and
cheerleaders, a band, a student car caravan, and even
Santa Claus will be there.
"We're going to have so
much more," said Krause of
the parade. "A $100 plus a
trophy will be awarded to the
best decorated float with a
prlze of $50 and a trophy to
the second best."
The float competition is
open to any school-recognized
organization, and all organizations are encouraged to turn
in their applications before the
deadline.
However, for those organizations who don't enter a
float, there will also be a car
caravan .

This caravan is also open lo
any student or group of students who wish to participate
and who are not affiliated with
any organization .
Two $25 ptlzes will also be
awarded to the best decorated
cars. Judges for the decorating competition will be Lee
Hibbitts, Chamber of Commerce. Edinburg Mayor
Richard Alamia, and Ricardo
Hinojosa, chairman of the
Board of Regents.
The deadline for turning In
applications is tomorrow.
The starting point of the
parade will be South Park,
and students who are par-

See Parade Page 4

Rules and RPgu ld! 1<H ts ilre as follows:
1. Only organizations recognized by the office of student development are allowed
to enter a float.
.2. Only recognized student organizatio ns are allowed to post their organization
name on floats , cars, trucks, etc.
3, Only recognized student organizations will be allowed to ride, march, etc., in
group form.
4 All individual student entries will be asked only to post posters promoting school
spirit on their vehicles.
5 . No individual student entries will be allowed to post anything promoting a non•
recognized or interest group

Student's Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Phone Number _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Please complete and return to UC 314 o n o r befo re Nov 20 1981.

Gov. Bill Clements has appointed a Brownsville man to
the Board of Regents.
Kenton Schaefer, an officer
manager for the Philen ShippIng Co., wU! replace Raul Tijerina, whose term expired in
August.
Shaefer, 34, is married and
has three children.
"I'm very happy with the
appointment and I am looking
forward to it because I feel I
can be a contribution to the
Regents and the University,"
Schaefer said. "I am more
pleased than surprised with
the appointment because I
had expressed an interest in
serving In this capacity."
Schaefer who graduated
from Stephen F. Austin with
an economics degree. also
went to graduate school in

Paper, LRC
take break
The Pan American will not
be published next week because of the Thanksgiving
holiday. The entire publications staff would like to wish
everybody on campus a safe
and happy Thanksgiving
weekend.
Also, the Learning Resource Center will observe the
Thanksgiving holiday by closing the Library on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday according to Bob McDowell, assis•
tan! librarian for readers ser·
vice.
The library will resume its
regular hours on Sunday, being open from 2 pm. to 10
pm

Houston. In addition,
Schaefer has a private license
to fly small planes.
"Kenton wlll be a good addition to the Board," Ricardo
Hinojosa, chairman of the
Board of Regents, said. "He
said he was ready to work and
I feel he will strive for
academic excellence at Pan
American University."
According to Laura Bennett, planning assistant and
assistant to Tobin Armstrong
on the governors appointments, the other two regent
appointments will be made
later.

ville; David Paul Allen,
Weslaco; Joe Edward Bailey,
San Juan; Linda Lou Barnett,
McAllen; Kathleen Bernard,
Brownsville; Billie 8. Black,
Alamo; Jorge Luis Botello,
Harlingen; David Neal
Calvillo, Weslaco; Selina
Estrada Campos, Brownsville;
David N. Champion, Edinburg; Petra T. Champion,
McAllen; Constance M.
Chapin, BrownsvUle; Debra
De La Garza, McAllen; Ofella
De os Santos, La Joya;
Lisbeth J. Decker, Edinburg.
Also Marla Guadalupe Dill,
Edinburg; Carl Eads, Harlingen; Mary Ann Eklund,
Harlingen; Juan A. Flores,
Edinburg; Marla Elena Fortna,
Alamo; Marla Carmen Garcia, Pharr; Nelida Garza, San
Isidro; David Gomillion, Edinburg; Rosalinda A. Her•
nandez, Edinburg; Patricia A .
Jerdee, Mercedes; Barbara
Lael King, Pharr; Karen
LeFevre-Uribe, Brownsvllle;
Irene Luna , McAllen; Alma
Chapa Marques, McAlle n;
Jeffrey W. Middlebrook ,
Edinburg; Abraham G. M iranda, McAllen.
Also Bernadette Elizabeth
Murra y, Edinburg ; Da vid
Oilvares II, McAlle n; Norma
Perez, Weslaco; Frances
Dube Prukop, Edinburg;
Da niel A. Rivas, Mission;
Azella Rodriguez, Edinburg;
Delia Sonia Saenz, Edinburg;
Rita Brenda Saldana , Pharr;
Andress Sa nchez, J r. , Mc• 1
Allen; Gabriela Sanchez,
McAllen; Hilda Irene Serna,
Weslaco; Thomas Ray Supak,
La Grange; Linda Wallace
Taormina, Donna; Harriet
Villalpando, Weslaco; Justine
Mary Young, McAllen.

Queen deadline extended
The Bronco Queen application deadline has been
extended until tomorrow.
Only six applications
had been submitted
through Tuesday and
PAUSA President Fred

Rodriguez says the
deadline extension should
add other candidates.
The queen election wtll
take place the week of
Dec. 2.

500 invitations available
The additional 500 preside n tia I inauguration
reception invitations may
be picked up on a firstcome first-served basis
starting today In UC 205.
Students and staff may
pick up an invitation from

Tony Vela from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. with an IO card only.
"The IO card has to be
validated and the stud nt
o r staff member will recel ·e
only one ticket," Vela SG
The reception is Dec

Reception helpers needed
Twenty workers are
needed for the reception
Dec. 6, according to Nancy
Smither, chairperson of
the university activities
committee .
Any student, faculty or

staff member wish
help Mary Cantu
president's office o.

381-2101.
Th d dli
f
.
. e ea ne or signing
up is 4 p.m Nov. 23.
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- - - - - - - , COMMENTARyrifl------Letters to the E d i t o r - - - - - - - - To the Editor:
The evening of Nov. 12,
the Edinburg Chamber of
Commerce gave a reception
for the new faculty of Pan
American University. In 17
years of teaching, this is the
first time I had heard of a community organization so recognizing a university fatuity.
As a new faculty member
and a new resident of the
Valley, my wife and I wish to
thank the Chamber. Your efforts are most appreciated.

Dr. Jeny D. Prock
Professor of Finance
To the editor:
Let it not be sald that those
of us who feel it necessary to
complain against one thing or
another in the school newspaper are unable to offer
some positive comments such

as:
1) the wider focus In the news
stories exemplified by national
news events which previously
have been Ignored,
2) the improved quality and
quantity of photographs
which make the paper more
interesting,
3) the new name plate which
is attractive and very professional looking,
4) the effective use of different
colored ink used to draw attention to the front page,
5) the real effort made to print
every letter received by the
Editor,
6) the effort to support
PAUSA as it seeks to increase

student participation in Ing the movie and television
University activities.
industries. That's why Tex.as
I'm sure there are other has become the 3rd location
positive elements of the for these Industries with Its
school newspaper which Right to Work law. In Texas
others recognize and ap- there are unions but memberpreciate. Please remember ship Is based on talent, not bethat complaints and criticisms ing born into families already
are made In order to improve in the unions' closed shops.
our student newspaper, not
I was also glad to see that
tear It down.
President Reagan had the guts
to fire the alr traffic controllers
union after an Ulegal strike.
Congress should also pass
Ofella de loe Santoe

legislation taking government
out of business by allowing
private industry to carry 2nd
and 3rd class mall. Federal
employees should handle only 1st class mall and be fired If
they call illegal strikes. Then
the cost of a stamp will stop
rising, lines will not form at the
Post Office and postal employees will still earn the top
salaries and fringe benefits that

they are now being paid.
And public education em•
ployees In the slates should
not be allowed to strike at the
expense of our students. It's

tlon thus forcing NEA to ralse
Its standards of education, to
educate the youth of this nation and stop trying to social-'
lze them accorldlng to the dic-

no woAder that parents everywhere are Juggling their In•
comes to accomadate a

tates of secular humanism •
certainly
a
religion,
philosophy and Ideology all

church school education. I
hope that the next Congress
will pass IRS exemption status
to this type of private educa-

wrapped up In 'the guise of
"academic freedom."

To the Editor:
As a resident in the state of
Texas, I strongly object to the
possibility of the AAUP being
allowed to form a union and
collectively bargain for salary
increases. Unions today are
the leech stuck on America's
economy sucking It dry into a
recession.
In the two main industries in
this country- automoblle and
building trades - the unions
have gotten so fat with this
country's blood that it seems
the only solution is to pump
government funds (tax dollars) into these Industries to
keep them alive. But capitalism was not meant to support
elitist groups which are big
enough to set government
policies by lobbying or to support them with unemploy•
ment checks and food stamps
while they are on strike.
One of my professors In
Communications says that the
dosed union shops In Hollywood and New York are kill-

Space program lifts off,
The Forum
~~~~h~~9
m9_::w~~hnology
•cani•sm
Panamerl

of the rest of the other nations after the second space
shuttle mission.

A tradition of Pan American University Is to celebrate
Pan American Day sometime In April, In honor of the nations of the regional political organlz.ation, Organization of
American States (OAS). At Bogota In 1948, twenty states
of Central and South America joined with the United
States to form the OAS.
Six components make up the OAS. First, the InterAmerican Conference, which meets every five years to
decide general polices. Second, the Council, In which
eash member state is represented by an ambassador, and
which oversees carrying out the policies of OAS. Third,
the Consultative Meetings of Ministers of Foreign Affairs,
which occur whenever urgent problems confront the
organlz.ation.
Fourth, the Pan-American Union, which operates
through its headquarters in Washington, D .C., as a
general secretariat of the OAS. Fifth, the Specialized
Conferences, which are called periodically so that
members may work together to cope with technical matters. Anally, the specialized Agencies, which are responsible for eliciting cooperation In economic, social, education, technical and humanitarian problem areas.
The OAS Charter has provisions for the peaceful settlement of disputes among members and procedures for
mediation, arbitration, and adjudication.
One team of political scientists, Jack C. Plano and
Mllton Greenberg, have predicted that "the major
challenge facing OAS In the future will be that of meeting
Increasing Internal threats to the security of the states as a
result of population pressures, urbanization, and mass
frustrations growing out of failures to make rapid progress
In economic development or to alleviate poverty, In some
of the states," (and to cope with the myriad problems of
"post-industrialization" in others, we might add).

Dr. Lillian Noy

Since 1969, when Nell Armstrong stepped on the
moon for the first time, no country has equaled America's
space program. Because of the energy crunch, the space
program was scratched. This gave the other countries an
opportunity to catch up.
The United States lost many technological advancements when the space program was dropped.
Small c;omputers, new foods like Tang, advanced communication methods and better research projects slowed
down.

The IJft-off finally came and It was perfect. While In
flight, other troubles occurred. The problem was In the
fuel cells and this forced the mission to end abruptly, two
days short of schedule.
Where does this put the United States now?
The United States Is still the leader In the space program. It will continue to stay on top. The space program
h4s to keep going to work out the flaws and mistakes.
Remember, the United States has not worked with the
space program In some five years.
Space scientists w!U learn from these mistakes from
shuttle II and hopefully shuttle Ill will go well. The United
States citizens have to back this program because America
needs to stay on top of the space programs.

THE ~N AMERICAN STAFF
Oecar Garza
Editor

Finally, In the late seventies, the talk of space program
was revised and the plans for the space shuttle began.
There was little talk of walking on the moon, but Instead
the U.S. wanted to use the shuttle system.
The first space shuttle experiment was quite successful
because the program went off flawlessly . After delays In
the lift-off, shuttle I accomplished everything It needed lo
do.
A successful shuttle I effort made the shuttle II voyage
possible. Instead of going for only two days, shuttle II
would spend five days out. This would allow the crew to
conduct other experiments and also, the crew woud be
able to test their communication system.
On the day of the take off, problems occurred with only
30 seconds before lift-off. This forced the mission to be
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Burroughs says America not ready for another war
"Many of you would have
done the same thing that I did
when I was a POW because
the human body can take a lot
more than you might think "
Col. Wil11·am Dav·1d Bu•rroughs, former POW • said at
lectured last Wednesday
night.
Speaking before 200 high
school and college students,
Burroughs stressed three
other things in his one hour
speech.
"You can live without many
things that are taken for

granted today," Burroughs
said.
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"I will never live under a
dictatorship government
because I will fight for
anything before I lose my
freedom," Burroughs said.
In addition, the former

POW said there were many
ways the Vietnam war could
have been fought, but politic.ii
.
h
d
restraints kept t e Unite
States
from fighting the war
f
aster
and
trying to win.
"I
spent seven years as a
POW and God kept me going
each day because something
in my body kept telling me to
live." Burroughs said. "We
knew very little about them
and they knew very little,
about us. I was Interrogated
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every six months and I always
pointed to where I was and
the questioning stopped after
th.at."
Burroughs says America is
not read y for another war for
a while because Vietnam
caused so many mixed emotlons.
If a war were to break out
tomorrow, Burroughs said, he
would go to the war to fight or
fly if the military needed him.
Although he saids he probably
would not fly, he could train
pilots and officers for action.

I
I

Col. William Burrougha--recelved a Veteran T-•hlrt,
compliments of the Veterans Club.
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"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
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Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t ~ s
Shrimp • French Fries •

1

=

Onion Rings
for your convenience
~H ordttrS to go :»3-90t.1
319 East Cano, Edinburg

------....------.---------With the purchas. of hamburger &
fries you w lfl receive a frH
burrito wit/J.~ouoon.
,.
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MUSIC
1 lA.M. - 2 A.M.
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Rehab
conference
continues
Some 300 people are attending the second annual Pan
American Conference on
Rehabllltation and Special
Education, which continues
on campus through tomorrow.
Topics for today Include
ulanguage Remediation for
the Bilingual Person ,"
"Alcoholism and the Family,"
and Early Intervention for the
Disabled Person through Infant Stimulation."
Topics tomorrow include
"Rehabilitation of the Person
with a Manual Disability,"
"The Role of Nursing in
Rehabllltation," and "Sexuality Problems Experienced by
Persons with Disabling Conditions."

Featured speaker yesterday
was David Renk, El Texano,
the world's youngest matador
who was born slue-footed, a
physical handicap. When he
was 9 years old, he had
surgery to correct the condition; at 10 he had learned to
walk again and at 14 he was a
professional matador.
The conference Is aimed at
helping persons with disabling
conditions normalize their
lives and at preventing the occurrence of such conditions.

I
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Students should take
advantage of pre-registration
Pre-registration works for
the students advantage because It allows the different
departments to know what
courses the students want,
David Zuniga, registrar, said.
Students can contact their
major department for academic advisement for priority
registration until Dec. 4.
Beginning freshmen, who
started college in the fall of
1981 should go to the Learn-

Ing Assistance Center, Office Jan. 14 from 8 a.m. to 10:30
Building "E" for advisement a.m. will be the drop-add sesand priority registration.
sion for day students. After
"A special drop and add these hours will be regular
session before regular registra- registratton," said Zuniga.
tion will be given to those "Students only need to show
students who took advantage their paid fee receipt that inthe
student's
of priority registration, so cludes
again we urge the students to schedule."
pre-register," said Zuniga.
On or after Dec. 12 stuJan. 13 from 5 p.m. to dents on financial aid will
5:30 p.m. will be the drop receive a cash Item along with
add session for night students. their fee statements. The cash

Creative Writing course offered
For the spring semester, the
English department Is offering
a Special Topics course,
Creative Writing, designated
as English 2308.01, for
sophomore students.
The course is designed to
give sophomores who are interested in writing poems or
stories an opportunity lo practice their skills and at the same
time learn about literature

from the writer's point ot view.
In conjunction with writing
their own poems and stories,
students will study modern
literary works as models.
The course, English 2308,
wUI satisfy three hours of the
English requirement.
Teachlng the course wlll be
Seth Wade, known for his
own published poetry and
brief fiction.

Student mixer planned
The first annual Turkey
"Two live turkeys will be
Getdown Student Mixer will raffled which will be a fun gimbe sponsored by the Prest- mick," said Rodriquez .
dent's Council Nov. 24--it will
be a pre-Thanksgiving celebration," said Fred Rodriquez,
president of PAUSA.
Drinks will be available for
only $1 and this will be all you
can drink.

-

Parade----

ticlpating are urged to be there
at 4: 15 p.m. so that the
parade may begin promptly at
Sp.m.
From South Park, the
parade will continue down
Closner, down University
Drive, turn right on Sugar
Road, and end at the parking
lot near the Dorms.
At the parking lot, a bonfire
and a pep rally wtll be held.
The bonfire will be made of
steel pipes wrapped In burlap
spelling the letters PAU.
All these events and more
are all scheduled to take place
on Dec. 4 .

Item must be signed and
returned to the office of the
comptroller to complete the
registration process. Students
not receiving financial aid may
pay their registration fee by
mail by returning the fee statement along with a check for
full payment of the amount indicated. No partial or late
payments will be accepted.
Complete ins~clions for

registration will be included
with the fee statement.
Students should read and
follow these instructions
carefully to avoid having their
schedule voided.
Students who do not register early during priority
registration wlil register during
regular registration Jan.
13-15.
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SAVE TIME!
Have a professional do it!

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices
AMOIIUIOf'

1lE NATIONAi.
ASSOCW10II
Of
SECIIEWIIAI. SBMCES

~

®

Exclool,o

Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

Optical Fashion
308 S. Broadway
McAllen
682-9435

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY MEI!

~===·: ; 't Pri« Pool
==========: 25'{ Foosful[

, ~ · srofmsf~h
WilHIIU.--.il.l,
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IS OPEN
WITH LUNCH
UNDER$3.00
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG
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Symphony sets concerts
Concerts by the Pan
American University Valley
Symphony Orchestra are set
for Nov. 22-23 in Harlingen
and McAllen Both will start at
8pm

Edinburg, Texas

The Pan American
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The Sunday evening con•
cert in Harlingen will be per•
formed at the Minlclpal
Auditorium The McAllen
Civic Is the site for Monday's
program.

Box office prices are $4 for
adults and $2 for students.
Featured soloist will be K.
Dougles Stone , principle per
cussionist with the symphony
for the past 15 years. Stone
will perform "Concerto for
Percussion and Orchestra" by
Darius Milhaud . This Is a vlr•
tuoso percussion piece making use of 14 percussion in•
struments manipulated by a
single soloist
The symphony will perform
the • "Water Music Suite" by
George Frederick Handel,
"Nuages" from Nocturnes by
Claude DeBussey " The
White Peacock" by Charles I
Griffes and "The American
Civil War Fantasy" by Jerry
Bilik

Page,~

Tri-Beta s~onsors
A01erican SDlokeout

The American Cancer So•
realize that it may take more smokeout wlll help their
ciety Is sponsoring a nationthan Just one day to quit health, and Inform them of
wide Great American Smokesmoking and we also realize the situations they could enout today
that some people may not counter should they continue
want to quit, but this national to smoke.
Tri-Beta will sponsor the
Great American Smokeout on ,.
campus There will be a
seminar with guest speaker
Bob Elizondo of the McAllen
office of the American Cancer
Society
"We urge iill smokers to
give their lungs a break and
stop smoking for at least one
day," said Diana Sepulveda,
Tri-Beta member. "We urge
everyone to take the Great
American Smokeout Pledge
to either quit smoking for a
day or to help someone stop
smoking on Nov 19. "Every•
one should realize that this Is a
These concerts are present
very serious matter· --lt Is not a
Old English
ed by the South Texas Sym
game. Smoking has been prophony Association in coope
in
ved to ciiuse death and exration with Pan American cessive lung damage. What
7 Colors
University.
we are hoping to achieve Is
clearing the air for the non•
smokers as well as helping the
Greek Letters
smokers stop for a day and
' teaching them about what
their habit is doing to their
Group discounts
body "
The seminar will take place
for
in Auditorium 3 In the Science
Fraternities
building during activity period.
Aside from the presentation
&
by Elizondo, the club mem•
bers will also be handing out
Sororities
pamphlets concerning the
various types of ailments
associated with smoking

m-@>birt
£mpnrium

Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms

t

T H E VALLEY W IDE MAGAZINE TH AT'S
"ON TH E RIGHT TRACK II "
WE'LL FEATU RE YOU R AD AND PHO TO OF
YOUR CAR CYCLE, OR TRUCK ETC FOR
2 WKS IF NOT SOLD IN 2-WKS
WE'LL RUN IT 2 MORE WKS , FREE 1
ONLYS10

"The Great America n
Smokeout could be a big success on campus if students
and faculty participate in this
nationwide event," Mike
Wood president said "We

l'ho m,

1~111

7Hl •4144

El C..:ntro, M,111
Mc Allen . T cu ,

CALL COLLECT

ATTENTION
MIDTERM GRADUATES

THE BROWNSVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 1s currently accepting applications for the 1981-1982 school year Anticipated openings in Elementary
Bil Ed . Secondary Math, English and Science
Brownsville Independent School District offers:
• Life Insurance
• Liability Insurance
• Mediciil Insurance

•
•
•
•
•

Co mpe!1t11,e Salanes
Easy access to Mexico
Nearby Beaches
O ther Recrea11o n11l Acuv,ttes
Opportunities for Professional Growth

For further information contact or wnte
Mr. Oscar Barbour
Directo r of Per~onnel
1050 E Madison
Brownsville. Texas 78520
The Brownsville independent School 01strlcl

is

an equal opportun1t\; employer M/ f / H .

'

\
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Great Pumpkin Carnival

Hit me-The dunking booth ••• again one of the
moet popular booth• In the carnival.

FortuM telling-Madam Palm dlecuua the future
of one PAU etudent by reading her fortune through
playing carda.

(
Cooking-TIM Pill Kappa Theta FrataDlty cooked
..,............... ...._. _ cara1w1.

Whipped crane ,,,__T1M Delta Zeta Sorority eold wWp creme pl- aaaln and one

----• WI wlctl•·to ._- eoft Oylaa obleda-
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UCPC overcomes
booth dropouts
Shotgun weddfng•·Under a ehotgun, Major Richard .J. Atklnaon geta re-married after he find• out
he hH two lovely children.

'.I
Sfngfng--Maklng a eurprtee appearance, Valley
rock etar. Toby Beau elng11 eome of hi• pHt hlta to
the audience.

Photos by
Maria Guerra

Caryl Purkop

Coatume conteat--Rlcardo Saldivar I• parading hie
award winning coetume a• he protrayed an old
man.

Despite having 15
official booth drops,
the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin went
on as expected. Close
to 1,500 individuals
turned out according
to Gloria Rodriguez,
special events chairperson.
"Considering the
fact that the first carnival was rained out,
there was a nice turnout," Rodriguez said.
Exit, a rock and roll
band, provided some
the evenings entertainment with Toby
Beau making a special
appearance.
First place went to
ROTC with its marriage and divorce
booth; they were
awarded $125. The
Alpha Kappa Psi
pledges placed second
with the fortune telling
booth. Social Work
finished in third place.
Second and third
place booths received
$75 and $50 respectively.
"We had a lot of fun
putting the booth
together and working
together during the
carnival."
Maria
Guerra, cadet said.
"Winning first place

made it all worthwhile."
KRIO, a McAllen
AM radio station,
broadcast live from the
carnival by radio
remote.
Approximately 21
organizations participated in the Carnival.
"The fact that the
carnival was postponed and rescheduled
conflicted with the
organizations was a
factor in the cancellations," Tony Vela,
assistant dean for student development,
said.
Ricardo Saldivar
won first place in the
costume division
dressed in a caricature
of an old man; he was
awarded $25.
Organizations participating were IK actives, IK pages, Kappa
Slgs, Camelot perspectives, Ladies of
Camelot, Delta Zetas,
DZ pledges, International
Students
Association, Phi Kappa Theta and CAMP.
Also involved were
Phi Taus, BESO, Kappa Delta, Social Wor~
Veterans, Alpha Kap:
pa Psi pledges, RHA,
ROTC, SNEA and the
Young Democrats.
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Homecoriiiri9 Schedule

Dec. 1-2
Bronco Queen Election

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dec. 3
Bronco Games
Mall
Marathon
Start from Mall
"El Grande de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
Dec. 4
Visiting Lecturers

Parade
Pep rally

Basketball Game
PAU vs McMurry
Victory Dance

Sp.m

"El Grande de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
FA Auditorium
Musical "A Christmas Carol"

-

"El Grande de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
FA Auditorium
Musical "A Christmas Carol"

10:30-1 p.m.
10:45 a.m.

to be determined by
each school or academic
dept.
City of Edinburg
to be announced

Dec. 5
Alumni Association Annual Meeting UC Faculty Lounge
Ballroom
Awards Luncheon
Alumni Art Exhibit & Sale
FA

Thu,sday, NovemM 19, 1981

Field House

Evening 8 p.m.
7:25 p.m.

Field House

following game

Dec. 6
Golf Tournament
Edinburg Golf Course
Presidential Inauguration
FA Auditorium
with Carl Seale conducting the Symphony Orchestra

5 p.m.
following
parade
Sp.m.
8 p.m.

Reception (Invitation only)
Campus open house
Dec. 7
Band conct?rt
PAU Band
Concert

9a.m.
noon
all day

8 p.m.
Matinee 2 p.m.

10 a.m.
2 p.m.

Ballroom

following
inauguration

FA Auditorium

8p.m.

'El Grande' extends perforrnances
Two shows have been addDr. Jack Strawn, director,
ed to the run of "El Grande de said the play will have a
Coca Cola," according to Dr. cabaret atmosphere in the
Doug Cummins, drama prosnack bar. Snacks and bevefessor.
rages will be sold during the
The show will run at 8:15 show.
"There will be no matinee
p .m. Dec. 2-5 and Dec. 9-12
performance because the atin the Snack Bar.
mosphere would be lost dur"Based on the turn out we ing the day," Strawn said.
had for our last production-"The play is coming along
straight theatre and the advanced sales for this show, we great and we urge everyone to
attend at least one perforneeded more seats," Cum- mance because the play is just
mins said. "The two Wed- very funny," Strawn said.
nesdays we added will give us "There is never a serious moabout 500 seats, 2,000 In all."
ment and It makes fun of the
characters in the play who
think they are performers, but
who have no talent. The audience should be prepared
because they probably have
not seen anything ltke this
before."

(~\

1

~i2

Before of limited seating,
Cummins advises students
and faculty to purchase reserved tickets if they want to

be assured of a seat.
Students and faculty will
receive only one ticket with
their ID cards, Cummins said.

• Gift

• Jewelry
and Witch
Repairs

Wrappin1
• Engraving

IS DANCING
7DAYSAWEEK
TIL2A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

***********t

Little Tots Nursery

SALE

204 E. Stubbs - 383-8221

Special Dl•count to P.A.U. Studenta
$25.00 from Monday - Friday

*

**

6:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Children Ages 0 - 6 yrs.
'

**
*

P.A.U. ID. required
Breakfast, morning snacks and lunch included

*
*
*

Bring in this coupons and no registration
fee tequired ($10.00)

~-H.
MPIAN
EMltllUI C11tar

Cllf..,.lYlllillllWt.....

NOW
la the time to
begin preparation
for winter exama.
Call for further
Information.
3800 North 23rd
McAllen 78501

8G1-2981
11117 N. c.ntral
_Dalla9, TX 75243

LEARN THE SKILL
OFALlmlME
IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
Want to get into choppers this weekend and
get to know them as well as that 350-cube you can rune
in the dark? Want to learn which breadboard to
change to bring a communications transceiver back to
life? And how to fix it in the field? Want to feel what
it's like to press a joy stick and see five tons of earth
move? The place is your local Army Reserve Center.
A weekend a month there can earn you over $66.
Over $1, iOO a year, to stan, counting two weeks annual
training. And this doesn't include over $2,000 more
you'll earn for the training you can split between two
summers. Interested 7 For more informaaon. call or
stop by.

ARMY RESERVE.
BEALL1011 CAM BE.
CALL 682-6141

ASK FOR YOUR USAA RECRUITER

!

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY AT 4th STREET
OWN ED AND OPERATED BY
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

•
•

**
**
*
**
**
**
*
*

*
:QfJ:Ji J*Q JJj ~)!IJ Pl-J~le
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Fun run scheduled Tuesday
The Health, Physical Education and Recreation club
will conduct their fun run
Tuesday during activity
pertqd.

Starting time Is at 10:45 and
will end whenever the last par-

ticipant finishes. The fun run
will be known as the "Turkey
Fun Run" due to two turkey
drawings for those who travel
the two mile distance.
H ,PE & R conducted their
first run on Nov. 5. The run

--•-•·
---------------~
Vole's Drive Inn I
Specializing in Fajitas
ONLY $4.25
lJ Beans
2 Guacamole
3 Salad &. Tortillas

I
1

covered a distance of approximately two miles according to
Bertha Chavana, member.
In the mens division Fernando Moya placed first,
followed by Rick Pere2, Oscar
Rivas, Roland Pere2 and Pat
Saenz, Jr.

~4

THE
~
GOVERNMENT~
REPORT
~

Womens winners were
Sabrina Garza, Clara Ortiz,
Melba Llanes, Chris Villarreal
and Rosa Rugerio.
The club oresented the first
place male and the first place
female winners with a club
T-shirt.

HECTOR'S BARBER
&UNISEX SHOP

~AIJE

L_--~==~~~~-•1

Mi. East of McColl Rd. on Freddy Gonzalez Dr.

proudly announces the association of

Caria Ruiz

720 North Closner
(Corner of 281 & Schunior) Orders to go welcomed
381-9623
Edinburg, Texas

1

from Austin, Texas
for your hair and
facial needs.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH:
SHORT HAIRCUTS :.0.r. ~~~. ~- ?.i~l~. Only SS.00
1211 E. Pecan • McAllen, Texas
•
•
•
•
•

78501

Specializing in Silk Screen Process
T-Shlrts, Sportswear, Jackets, Baseball
Caps, & Fund Raisers
Businesses, Clubs, Teams, Schools,
Organizations Welcomed
Prompt Service - Quality Work
We Accept ANY Sized Order

OPEN MON. to FRI. 9:30 -5:30

BUS. (512) 831""451

SAT. 10 • 12

RES. (512) 682-2218

FACE MASSAGES-~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~. on1y 56.00
REGULAR HAIRCUTS ......... ........... .54.00
MANICURES........ ..................... 55.00
For Appoimments Call Us At
383•9263
Or Just Walk In.

I sincerely hope every PAU student reads this government report because it contains Information that concerns
each of us. With the coming of this year's new administration, a University Activities Committee was formed to
plan and oversee all formal PAU functions, such as
graduation and VIP receptions. Along with these other
responsibilities they have been in the process of planning
President Nevare2's Inauguration, a task that has proven
to be horrendous in the time spent and logistics involved.
In order to make Dr. Nevare2's lnaguration as elegant
and nice as possible the committee voted to hold it in the
Fine Arts Auditorium instread of the only other feasible
area, the gymnasium. This created the serious problem of
seating since the Fine Arts only holds 1050 seats. After
much discussion and debate the seating was divided between faculty, pass and present board of regents, honored
guests, friends of President Nevarez, alumni, state and
national VIPs, university VIPs from across Texas and
PAU students. In total PAU students received 150 seats.
In order that all schools are represented by students,
the 150 seats were divided by giving each organization
(58 in total) two invitations, inviting the entire student
senate, the two reigning queens, and editors of both the
Pan American and the El Bronco.
Ricardo Saldivar· PAUSA Vice-President

Emilia Hall
cat dies

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES TO BE A NURSE?
It takes more than dedication and compassion
to be a good nurse - it takes professional
education in the classroom and clinical experience in a working hospital. At the Baptist
Memorial Hospital System School of Nursing,
you get both. A solid foundation in nursing
theory provided by experienced, professional
instructors. A solid base of practical knowledge
in the hospital system that admits the most patients in the state.
If you have 32 hours of college credit in social
and biological sciences, you are ready to apply
for admi~sion to our School of Nursing.
Now admitting classes in January (college work
completed by fall semester, application process completed by December 1) and July (college work completed by Spring semester, application process completed by May 1).

For Back To School An
Eye Examlnadon la
Suggated By

Family Optical

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

FAMILY

Cit
116 South Main
McAllen. Tnae
617•7224
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Puff, the puffy, gray cat of
unknown origin and age, who
nung around Emillla Hall died
on Friday the 13th.
She was found under a
hedge by some students who
brough• It to Jerry Mc.Kone,
public information officer.
Puff was found in a paralyzed state and barely breathing,
apparently from a blo·" to the
head.
McKone took the cat to a
McAllen vet. who told her the
cat had suffered brain damage
and that it was best to put Puff
to sleep Puff had made Emilia Hall her home for the past
several years and in that time
she had several litters of kittens there.

Write or call today for more details.

--------------------------~--------------I am interested in the class which begins
in:
D January
D July
Please send me more information.
Name
Address_ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State ____________ Zip _ _ __
Home Phone
College Now Attending
College Hours Completed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1320 N CLOSNER
H HWY. 291
EOtNBUAG

·----·-----------~--------------------------

BAPTIST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SYSTEM
SCHOOL OF NURSING
\
111 DALLAS ST~EET
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78286
(512) 222..0431, ext. 3410

,~L

TE,W,

785311

no. ffll'OAA. AFS
PH. A.C. (S12) 383-Q22
ll).tl11

i

-

lldpinc JOU •Y it ri,rlll
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Broncs
host
Mexico
The rebuilding Bronc
basketbaU team will start its
season a week earlier than
originaUy scheduled when It
entertains Monterrey Tech
&om Mexico at 7:25 p .m.
Saturday.
This international game
won't count against Pan Am's
won-lost record, or be included in Individual statistics.
Coach Bill White arranged
Iha Bronc's new opener to
teplace anodw scheduled In~ ,-nc, against the
Republic of China (Taiwan).

BRONCS START SATUR-

DAY--The Bronc■ wlll
begin their baaketball
aeaaon here at 7:25 p.m.
Saturday with an lnternatl onal game agalnet
Monterrey Tech &om Mexico. Standing are AMI•·
tant Coach John McDowell, Mike Hatch, Clln•
ton Cobb, Alan Martin,
Robert Klrb,, Bill MOiier,
Mike Bell, Darwin e.tla
and Aeeletaat Coacll Kelly
llw. llaeellaa are Tralw
Jim Laacaeter, Fred
l>Mte. Lanv Sldaw, Kia
0.-. IWlf Salda.G.. . . ••111ew, Aa•uw

1-ce ... --,Rapp.

11-..tga,M"waa canceled mOl'e
than a rria.dt ago when the
Chinese tnnt decided not to
lmur Texa1.
The Brona, who include 10
new tac. • a 14-man roster.
need to 9ltt some game experience under their belts
quickly. They face a punishing
U.S. collespte schedule.
White coached the Broncs
Into the National Invitational
Tournament last season with
an 18-11 final record.

The Monterrey Tech Borare coached by
Meme Saenz and will have a
couple of games behir j them
when they play I
Am
Saturday.
Pan Am season ticket
holders c... show their ticket
book to ~Wmitted Saturday.
Also, • • reminder, the
Broncs \Ml take on Mercer
~ ff Georgia, which
Mlfl the , - . America Con6-llnce . . bt narrowly to
.-...,_ • the 1981 NCM

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Hoom Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

tegos (Rams)

,m

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

pla,off, . . . OftNov. 28.
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1 chicken piece, potatoes, roll for 99¢
pay an extr~ 1¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken
Wida -,eclal IIUY OeK . . . . . . u~ Fo. . . . . . . . . ,_ ~

OFFEJl EXPIRES NOVEMBER 25, 1981
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MOVEMUR SPECIAL
2 patoa of your choice
rice & beans $1.89

forfllDa'HrYice

call in on:la
383-0725
Across from Pan Am.

Eat at El Pao
VALLEY WIDE
locations/McAllen, Millllolll
iarllngen & Brownsvtle

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It AIU
Open 7 days a week
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Lady Broncs lose
opener to Lady Rams
The Lady Broncs' basketball team. who lost a hardfought 84-7 1 opening season
game to the Huston-Tillotson
College Lady Rams here Saturday, will play the next
games against Texas Southern
University today at 5 p.m. and
against St. Edward University
tomorrow at 5 p.m.
"We played a tough game
but we had too many turn-

overs," said
McDowell.

coach

John

Carmen Garcia led the
Lady Broncs with a game high
of 25 points while Kathy Teer
added 12 points.
Other Bronc scorers included Vicki James with nine
points, Sylvia Garza seven
points, Sonya Salinas and
Rita Gonzalez had six points
apiece, Brenda Alaniz had

four points and Kim Mynatt
and Judy Brebner contributed
one point each.

t

"We lost the game on second shots, rebounds and
turnovers," said McDowell. "If
we can cut down by half on
the turnovers we will beat a lot
of people. The game against
Texas Southern University
should be another tough one.
Their shortest player is the
same .~eight as our tallest
player.

•••••••••••~••••••H••••
Texas Southern
University
vs
Pan Am
Today 5 p.m.
Pan Am Fieldhouse

IS OPEN
7DAYSAWEEK
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Going for two--1.ady Bronca' Rita Gonzalez drlva to the baeket with a lay-up
for two point.. The Bronca loet to Hu■ton-Tlllouon from Au■tln thl• paet
weekend 84-71.

RODRI
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES •
For Car, Truck, Van

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291
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Ex-Bronc golfer receives Lau Hassell Award
Scotty Hofer, a steady
goHer and a mathematlcal
genius, has earned the 1981
Lou Hassell Award by recording the highest final gradepoint average ever achieved

by any Bronc athlete.
Hofer was a 1981 summer
graduate, summa cum laude
(with highest honors). His
GPA for four years was 3.94
on a 4 .0 scale.. He received a

Custom Marketing Intemational

~

Custom Printing on
T-Shirts, Caps, Bags:

·(fS\

• Fraternities

C:5Y

•

381-9263
1408 Weet University
Edinbtll'I, TX 78539

NOW HIRING

Sororities
• Clubs
• Teams

1

Colognes, perfumes, sewing notions, health & beauty aids, watches, Cross & Pentel pens •
wholesale prices call Kay
Classified rate Is 20 cents a line

Bring Ad copy to The Pan Ameri-

motorcycles, etc., Is can Emilia Hall 100. Deadlines Is
resently seeking Individuals Friday noon. To estimate cos•

Interested In advertising sales
throughout the Valley to work
their own area.
Call Collect (512) 687-l0U

Tradln Whui.

cellence in both academic and
intercollegiate fields of
endeavor."
Coach Oton (Tony) Guerrero Jr. put Hofer's feat in
perspective.
"Hofer Is not only a
gentleman, on and off the golf
course, he Is a discipllned Indlvldual," Guerrero said.
"Although he traveled to
every tournament we played,
he maintained a 75.8 stroke
average, remarkable for a
man carrying that academic
load."

-----------·
Scotty Hofer

FREE

by Valley-ltes, with a minimum of $1 for each ineaturlng advertisements for sertion. pay able In advance.
cars,

won the prestigious award,
most years. Golfer Mark
Esposito of Franklin Park, Ill.,
finished with a 3.63 GPA
(magna cum laude). Baseball
star Tommy Supak of La
Grange, Tex., hit 3.37.
Lou Hassell, Houston
businessman and former Pan
American regent, donated the
award in 1963. The bophy
goes annually to the outstanding senior athlete "in
recognition of his ability to exhibil and maintain a high
degree of quality and ex-

• Organization

radln' Wheels, a new South
exas Magazine, owned and 383-6717.
perated

Bachelor of Science degree in
mathematics, with his minor
course of study in computer
science.
Becoming the 22nd man to
win the Lou Hassell Award,
Hofer broke a record that
looked as if it might stand
forever. Hofer's 3.94 final
GPA eclipsed the 3.91 record
that John Wilbanks, a basketball star and business major,
set in 1978.
The two runners-up to
Hofer also achieved outstanding GPA's that would have

count 30 letters and spaces to a
line.

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

IS OPEN

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

HAPPY HOUR 5 - 7

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
123 E. McINTYRE

428-6242

7 Nolana-McAllen, Texa.

EDINBURG
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